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EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 1911.

CITV EDITION

pering the growth, and continued
high In the air or into the water as
i
march of our commonwealth along
the culminating explosion tore the
the path of progress.
ship into fragments. One report says
the ship broke in two In the middle
Recogt ing that free and untram- meled suffrage Is one of the( strong
as she sank. Another report says
est pillars' in our social and political
that before she took her final plunge
fabric, we pledge the support of the
several of her guns discharged a re
republican members of the legisla
quiem salute.
ture, from our county and district,
From every side scores of sailors
to the- enactment of appropriate leg
leaped overboard and swam frantic
ielatlon, looking to the preservation
ally for safety but scarcely more
of the purity of the ballot box, and THREE HUNDRED
AND
FIFTY I than 100 had plunged Into the water
to the free expression of the popular
before the series of detonations cul
MEN PERISH WHEN BOAT'S
will, on all matters of publlo con
minated
in a terrific explosion that
MAGAZINES EXPLODE.
cern; bo framed, however, that Is
seemed to tear, out the side of the
their practical operation no citizen
great Bteel vessel which swaved
of this state shall ever be deprived CAME WITHu T WARNlNfi to ne Blde and Bank
wifuy.
of his right of suffrage.
We also pledge the members of the
brie were floating about on the- dls--1
state legislature, from our county and members of the CREW SLEPT turned waters that splashed arouud
district, not only to vote for, but to
IN THEIR HAMMOCKS WHEN
tne upper works in a wide circle
use their best efforts, to secure from
around the spot where the craft had
THE CRASH CAME.'
the first state legislature, the sub
floated so proudly a few minutes be
mission to the people of this state,
fore, the seamen who eseajiet foath
an amendment' of Section 5 of Ar- KILLED BY DISCIPLINE! were struggling
desperately and
ticle XXI of our state constitution,
small boats were picking
as many
to the end that the qualifications nee
as they could reach.
essary thereunder to hold a state of MANY COULD HAVE ESCAPED BY
The Liberie had a complement of
Jumping overboard had
fice, and to be a member of the legis
700 men.
Of these 140 were away
lature, be removed; said Qualifies
on shore leave, so 560 were aboard
not been for officers.
tionf having been Incorporated la
when the fire broke ou. A rough
Republicans Adopt Magnificent Resolutions In Which that
Instrument in obedience to the
estimate places the number of these Committees Have Hade Arrangements for Accomoi
They Pledge Themselves to Support Every Issue for requirements of the act of congress louion, ranee, sept. z&. An ap who jumped overboard somewhere
i
Open
iany Citizens
' . for the admission of this territory as palling naval disaster, attended with between 100 and 200. Tho rumble of
of
New
enormous loss or life, occurred at the
Prosperity
one of the states of this Union.
Homes
Their
Automobile
and
explosion was bean thougtioiit
State-Lea- hy
We take great pleasure in present- daylight today wnen me Dattieanip I tha" cit-- rJ and immAnas r.v'vrwr
Endorsed for Judge
uxiim . l nan.
Charles
Points of Interest Will Add
Trips
ing to the republicans of the county Liberte blew up In this harbor. The pie gathered at the wharf.
W, Q. Ward for District Attorney
of San Miguel and of the whole of latest estimate, this afternoon places
, ...
Features
New Mexico the name of Mr.' Se the number of missing from the
French Government Stunned.
cundlno Romero for the office of gov- Liberte at 350.
Paris, France, Sept.
news
To these must be added a huod' ed of the
ernor of the new state. Mr. Romero
explosion of the magazines on
SAN MIGUEL COUNTY'S DELEGATES
f
Las Vegas today is the busiest city sign annoucing "Welcome" to the
is a man and a republican who has men from the other ships who were the battleship Liberte came' as a
DR. J. M. CUNNINGHAM. East Las Vegas.
4
in
the Entire hew state with every delegates and topping off the other
killed.
Several
small
to
boats
which stunning blow to the French republic
proven himself true
evfery trust
.
COLONEL M. M. PADGETT, East Las Vegas.
' , very
.
merchant decorations. Stretched from the four
and in administrative and executive had gone from the other warships to and to naval officials. It is the cli commirteemlari,
7 everybody
in
f JAMES S. DUNCAN, East Las Vegas.
and
Inter corners of Sixth street and Douglas
fact,
the
aid
of
the
Liberte sank when the max of a long series of disasters
ability he has no superiors in this
'
f CECILIO ROSENWALD, East Las Vegas.
nnai explosion occurred.
f which have marked the history of the ested in the success of the first avenue will be two strings of lighu
commonwealth,
COLONEL R. E. TWITCHELL, East Las Vegas.
state republican convention at work that will make the center of the city
4'
It is highly Important that the first
Twenty men were ..killed and
French navy since the blowing up of
J. M. MARTINEZ, East Las Vegas.
f state executive shall combine pro mjureu on ooara tae jjemocrati fifty
decorating,
arranging for the accom look like a Great White Way.
"
and the battleship on March 3, 1907.
modation of the delegates and visit
f CHARLES W. G. WARD, East Las Vegas.
For the convenience ot the visitor
nounced stability of character, un mere were ratauties on the verlte
The
accounts
of
the disaster, as ors or doihgV
4 DAVID J. LEAHY, East Las Vegas.
for
and
'something
the
good
and
delegates tho Mountain States
damand
The
moral
was
the
latter
Republique.
swerving honesty
right
received here during the morning
JOHN S. CLARK, East Las Vegas.
of the cause.'. That'. this will be the Telephone company has placed a long
f courage requisite to meet the im- aged and was obliged to dock hastily. hours varied
wildly. The most au
f SECUNDINO ROMERO, Las Vegas. ,
f. portant issues that will arise under
biggest convention In the history of distance intrument In the opera house
Two hundred of the crew escaped thentic dispatches stated. hat
the the state there Is; no
A.
Las
O.
LARRAZOLO,
Vegas.
f
doubt The office, giving direct service all over
to
of
From
our
new
form
death,
fact
that
the'
government.
owing
they vessel sank nearly two hours after
"
CHARLES A. SPIESS, Las Vegas.
first state gathering will start the the state. In this way the delegates
4 such a viewpoint, Mr. Romero is tho were ashore on leave.! Commander the
of
in
fire
forwara
the
discovery
LORENZO DELGADO, Las Vegas.
ideal candidate. He is possessed Of Jaures, a brother of the socialist hold. Another account said that the grand old republican party on a long will have connection wlH their homes,
'
DR. M. F. DES MARAIS, Las Vegas.
4
series of successful campaigns if ev and the latest news of the meeting
4
untiring' energy; , restless industry deputy, was not on board.
"
ship broke in half from the force of
O.A. LARRAZOLO, Las Vegas.
In New Mexico works as hard can be carried all over New Mexico.
4
4
,s
erybody'
Jorp-vejiior
If
nominatedthe
and
The carnage in the explosions was the explosion and ;ank 20 minutes
by
4 AMADOR ULIBARRJ, Las Vegas. '
f
The executive committee with R.
state" con- - more than could ever have occurred later. Aeocrdine to this version thA for the party as the people of this
delekattiJ
republican
-Vegas''
IOTJTS
iV""' 4
'
success of C. Pankin as secretary; and J. S.
reution he will'leaci'tte party' to" vic in an actual naval engagement. The
clty
1oring:fothe
afterward.
at
battleship
reappeared
4 EUGENIO ROMERO, Las Vegas.
Clark as chairman, and Orr In Blood
tory in the coming important election first crash came when the crew was the surface for a time, a grim carcass tho state convention
4When the delegates arrive next and Lawrence Clark as assistants, will
4 JUAN B. SANCHEZ, Corazon.
by the largest majority ever given for the most part dispersed to var of iron surrounded by a tangled mass
,
4 a candidate tor any office In New lous sections of the vessel. They of wreckage.
4 - LUCIANO MAES, Gonzales.
Wednesday and Thursday, Las Vegas act as a bureau of information for
ALBINO B. GALLEGOS, Villanueva.
4
who can com- were without warning of their danman
Mexico.
a
is
Ke
4
The
Liberte
was
the will be in holiday attire. All day the visitors'' and have opened an of
battleship
'
bine all of the elements that make ger. Scores of bodies were hurled type of the
f TELESFOR SERNA, San Miguel.
Liberte class in yesterday the decorating committee fice In the building at the top of the
4 up the great republican party of the hlgjh into the air, accompanied by the French navy, a boat of 14,900 was busy carrying out its plans for entrance stairs a few steps up to the
f ROMAN GALLEGOS, San Joso.
Pecos.
4 state, a man concerning whom, great fragments
JOSE VARELA,
of
and an overall the decoration of the Duncan opera right ot the landing, where at all
4
framework, tons displacement
no
Geronimo.
San
or
to
as
4
FELIX
either
ESQUIBEL,
452
integrity,
JOSE
ability
shells
of
feet.
and
She carried a house, where the convention will be times during the convention one of
armor,
4 '
bursting
blinding, length
held. The decorations of the hall are the committee will be on hand to anv
can
uttered.
word
be
Tecolote.
4
crew of 793 men and bore four
derogatory
4 JOSE LOBATO,
suffocating smoke of the powder.
carried out In red, white and blue swer any questions or to render, any
inwe
the
do
as
that
Manuelitas.
4
A,
FRANCISCO
and
QUINTAN
ten
Helieving
of
the
guns
guns
f
The men below, who had not yet
4 terests of all the people of New been awakened, were killed in their French 7.6 inch type. She also had bunting and American flags. The assistance to the visitors that Is in
ISIDRO SANDOVAL, Emplezado.
4
4 Mexico can best be subserved by the sleep. Others, awakened by the ex- 23 small guns and four torpedo tubes. stage Is to be a mass of flags. Over his power. To this committee all
4 FELIX GARCIA, Chaperito.
4 nomination and election of Mr. Se- plosion, started to jump overboard She was completed In 1907 at a cost the seats of the chairman of the of the qther committees ' are t0 reLos
BASILIO
Vlgiles.
LOPEZ,
4
convention a large
star port and in that way they will be
cundino Romero as governor, we and were caught by the second de- of about seven million dollars.
4
worked out in the national cdlors, the best posted men in the city, and
The
class
Liberte
of
pledge our delegates to the state con- tonation.
battleships
was
crew
The
panic
vention to use all honorable means stricken and rushed wildly about, include the Democrati, the Justice, will be hung. Around the edge of they will be only too glad to be of
Amid harmony and good feeling ico in whose interest the republicau in
the star is to be a border of red, service to the visitors r oltizens.- their power to secure his nomina- groping through the blinding smoke, the Verite and the Liberte.
and will
the republican county convention party has always worked
white and blue electric lights about
An automobile parade will be on
tion.
'
in which many fell unconscious from
',
was brought to a close late Satur- continue to be active.
55 in number. On the center of the the program of convention day. A
of Mr. David J. Leahy
In
the
LINES.
PIPE
INVESTIGATE
person
endorsesuffocation.
The resolutions adopted by the
day afternoon following the
the county .of San Miguel has one
Houston, Texas, Sept. 25. In an star will be placed the number of the larger number of machines will be
There were many vessels in the
ment of Secundino Romero aB the convention are as follows:
From the lower In the parade than on the occasion of
of the ablest, most fearless and conto determine the scope of the new state, "47."
effort
Resolutions.
a numchoice of San Miel county repubwill be Governor's day at the time of the enstreamers
of all New Mexico, harbor at the time, including
of
the
scientious
commission's
point
piece
Commerce
lawyers
Interstate
The republican party of the county
ber of warships, which have been
licans for governor of the new state
di
sec campment and a larger number of
to
for
the
stretched
banners
States
the
United
as
over
a
attorney
marking
hearing
pipe lines,
and the selection of thirty splendid oif ISan Miguel) in Viconventiop as trict of New Mexico he has served maneuvering here since the first of authority
from
tions
alloted
the
Commiswas
colored lights and decorations will be
here
delegations
today
begun
by
consembled, tenders its thanks to the
month. The first explosion
delegates to the republican state
This is em- provided for the affair.-- Those who-sawith notable succjfis and zeal for the
K. Lane. The in- the various counties.
Franklin
sioner
United
the
of
m
and
Las
uwitf
congress
president
vention, which will be
tal- brought a quick response from the terstate commerce act as amended blematic of the way the counties are
the preceding pageant will know
of the act four years. Added to his natural
and the shore,
Vegas on Thursday of this week. n States for the passage
an nearby mejnvof-wais
bound together under one star. what a beautiful sight this one wilt
sound
and
ents
all
lines
training
within
legal
the
last
brings
pipe
year
New
of
which
the
under
people
dozens of boats put off and picked up
The picture of Senator William
impartial and judicial quality which survivors and
jurisdiction of the commission, but The arch ot the stage is to be draped be.
Smith of Michigan, who so Mexico will soon be vested with all
floating bodies.
imthe
him
fits
for
Dr. M. F. Des Marais,,Joe Danziger-anup to the present time o attempt with Old Glory. The main floor, on
Ameriot
of
cause
the rights and privileges
There were three tremendous ex- has been made to subject the
We
warmly championed the
district
of
judge.
which the delegations will sit, is to
E. R. Russell will act as a spe- position
portant
pipe
senas
under
can
the
of
guaranteed
citizenship
New Mexico as chairman
of the San Miguel plosions in quick succession after the lines to regulation. The present in- be divided off into different sections cial committee on automobiles to prothe
support
pledge
of
of
the treaty
hunate committee on territories, smiled the provisions
county delegation vj Mr. Leahy for fire reached the magazines. One
vestigation will be extended to Okla- by bunting and streamers, each sec- vide means of transportation for tha
men
saved
themselves
down upon, the delegates as they Guadalupe Hidalgo.
dred
by
district
the
Fourth
of
judicial
judge
homa, where considerable complaint tion to be marked with a standard delegates while in the city.
This
True to the promise of statehoal
'
were engaged in their work of the
jumping and others would have es- has been made concerning the meth- and the banner of the ceunty that is committee is
district convention.
the
at
to
conarrangements
making
back
former
in
smiles
republican platforms
day. And the delegates
Mr. Charles W. G. Ward has been caped but for the discipline which ods and operations of the big oil to occupy it. The floor of the hall take the visitors on trips to the vari-ou- s
of
in
we
fulfillment
the
tained
knew
rejoice
they
for
they
at the portrait,
district attorney of the Second dis- held them at their posts. At the first carrying pipe line companies.
is draped off with a wainscoting of
points of interest in the vicin-- '
were gazing at the likeness of a those promises through the efforts trict attorney district of New Mexico explosion the men below, suddenly
the"
of
and
the
wainstcotlng
bunting
a republiity of Las Vegas and will do all In Its
man who is their friend and the of a republican president,
ANNUAL CORN SHOW.
for the past four years. He has dis- awakened, tumbled from their berths,
main floor and the stage entrance power to make the delegates feel that
a-republican, convesto
the
of
the
friend of New Mexico. The picture can senate and
side
ana
rushing
charged all the duties of his office
Mitchell, S. D., Sept. 25. Thous- is decorated In the same manner. Las Vegas is an appropriate place for
was hnng in, the convention hall by gress.
skill and industry and by sel, were throwing themselves over- ands of visitors came to Mitchell to- The balcony box of the hall Is draped conventions and all kinds ot
with
great
the
is
The republican party
party
public
Charles A. Spiess, who became
devotion to duty and board when an order calling them to day for the opening of the thirteenth with flags and bunting and is to be
Smith of freedom and of liberty, and, recog- his unswerving
gatherings.
Into
and
held
out
stations
their
to
the
rang
greatly attached to Senator
public
corn belt exposition. The reserved during the convention for
annual
under careful attention
The room and hotel" committee wrtlr.
while in Washington working for nizing that all men are equal
so richly merited the their death those" who had not at corn palace which' is the prominent
the use of Mrs. W. J. Mills and her A. C. Erb at the hea dhas made won
men the equal terests he has
to
all
extends
the
law,
of
alarm
The
statehood.
first
the
great ready escaped.
feature of the exposition is the only friends.
unto support of the people that
derful progress In arranging for the
The convention also endorsed Cap- protection of those laws; and
demand that be continue in the office fire was sounded shortly after 5 one of its kind in the world. Fine
forwill
thib
of
it
is
accommodation
of the delegates and
state,
citizens
of
The
the
drapbalcony
railing
was
followed
a.
m.
This
tain. David J. Leahy, the present the
should
heeded.
o'clock
be
by specimens of corn are on exhibition
of district attorney
Mex- ever secure the full enjoyment of
The
visitors.
and
white
of
from Santa
streamers
with
ed
New
red,
delegates
for
United States attorney
the support of four successive explosions of increas- from practically all of the comities
and political We, therefore, pledge
to
to
All
Fe
are
entrances
district
blue.
of
the
the
convention
in
religious
their
social,
the
for
coming
nomination
the
neared
the
to
the
as
fire
ico, for
,
ing intensity
the delegates of this convention
of South Dakota and from some of
the
are draped with flags as are a Pullman car chartered for the oc- stage
5:35
at
when
Ward
Mr.
state's.
to
convention
magazines,
judge, and Charles W. G. Ward,nom- rights.
powder
district
the
Pumpkins
the
neighboring
efficient
an
system
We believe in
in the hall. The casion and during the stay in Las Venomination as district at- deafening explosions literally tore weighing in the neighborhood of 100 all other doorways
present district attorney, for
at- of public education, and, to the end for his
of the bunting and flags, gas the car will be their headquarters.
with
all
hall,
sent
disand
her
to
ination for the position of district
Fourth
farm
numerous
pieces
for the
other
judicial
great warship
pounds and
the youth of our country shall torney
to the bottom a mass of twisted products are exhibited in booths. It will present a most beautiful sight The visitors from Albuquerque are "
torney for the new judicial district, that
trict.
opporbest
the
Mora
ever
possible
enjoy
and is one of the most cleverly decor- coming to Las Vegas In the same
which will Include San Miguel,
wreckage.
is considered one of the most reSIGNED:
and fit themeducate
to
tunities
ated auditoriums ever seen In the way, the delegations having charter- counties.
andl Guadalupe
The force of the explosion was so markable displays of farm products
Charles A Spiess, chairman; O. A.
and wise dised two cars to accommodate the
The convention also pledged the selves for the proper
were opened ever shown in this section of the Meadow City.
duties of citizenship, Larrazolo, Ralph E. Twitchell, Joso great that huge fissures
of persons from the Duke City.
crowd
will
ot
exterior
The
house
the
members of the legislature from this charge of the
of
opera
and
framework
armor
steel
country.
best as well to this state as to the re; G. Alarcon, Felix Garcia y Gutierrez, in the
use
their
Castaneda
hotel will aocommo-dat-e
to
The
district
Beside
Its
and
in
also
be
attire.
gayest
county
A piece of armor plate
we pledge the republicau Melesio Lucero, Manuel, Martlnea, the warship.
110 during the meeting and
over
on
clusters
and
the
of
Reefforts to secure the amendment of the public,
bunting,
flags
cruiser
the
RAILWAY CLERKS STRIKE.
re- party of this county, and we know Jesus Ma. Quintana, J. M. Cunning- was hurled against
alf of the rooms have been
'
provision in the state constitution
emphis, Tenn., Sept. 25. Several west side there will be an enormous already
publique with great force, damaging
of ham.
the
we
tho
policy
but
for
that
bespeak
qualifications
on
engaged
in
certain
by the visitors. La Pension
electric
which,
a
on
went
lighted, sign
quiring
hundred railway clerks
her plates.
Committee on Resolutions.
our party in the state, to the mainwill accommodate- about 35 and Mra.'
be
will
there
letters,
displayed
Illinois
offices
holding of state offices or attaining
bright
the
of
at
various
meu
strike
efOn, the first explosion the
The selection of the delegates was
"membership in the state legislature. tenance of a high and thoroughly
the words "The First Republican Scott Baker expects t accommodate .
done without friction of any kind. rushed from their quarters and a Central railroad today.
of public schools.
-standard
ficient
were
Incorporcation. El DoThese qualifications
State Convention." This sign is to 50 guests at the
in
We are in favor of an honest and At the suggestion of the committee hundred or more sought safety
hotel
rooms. The
rado
also
has
ated in the constitution In obedience
W. S. Dougherty, a of Mora, was in be forty feet long and four feet
of the
on rules the county was divided into plunging overboard. But the great
of
to the requirements of the enabling economical administration
corners
the
a
on
Across
the
and
high.
today
body of men, officers .and the crew Las Vegas yesterday
affairs of our county and state,
act and are obnoxious to the Span- building there will be an electric
(Continued on Page FiveV
on ship and were hurled business trip.
on
remained
hamMexlPage
Eight)
(Continued
ridiculously
New
however,
without,
ish speaking citizens of
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TWO

at the congress. Some
ORDINANCE NO. 356
a ordinance providing rules and
represented by their gov
ernors and the others by delegate ap- regulations for drain laying and for
pointed by them. Numerous organiza making house connections to the santions also have sent delegates, among itary sewer, and prescribing forms for
them the American Live Stock asso applications and returns for drain

by delegates
of them are

ROTABLE HEN AT

rniiQcnuATin

UUHULlUttllUll

ciation, he Grain Dealers' National layers laying such dra'ns.
association, the American Institute Be It Ordained by the City Council
of the City of Las Vegas:
of Mining Engineers,
the Pacific
Northwest Association of Engineers,
Section 1. No person, firm or cor
the Nebraska State Association of poration carrying on or engaged in
Commercial clubs, the Cleveland Na the plumbing business shall allow his
PRESIDENT
TAFT, SECRETARY
and the of their name to be used
tional Stock association,
by any perGARFIELD AND OTHERS ATDeep Water Way as- son, directly or indirectly, either to
TEND THE OPENING.
sociation. The dominion government obtain a permit or permits, or to do
has given evidence of its Interest In any work under his or their name or
Kansas City, Mo Sept. 25. The the congress by sending W. V. Atkin- bond.
presence of President Taft, Secretary son, forester to the Canadian comSection 2. Every plumber, before
mission of conservation.
of the Interior Fisher,
doing any plumbing work in. a build
James R. Garfield and Dr. .Harvey
ing, and every drain layer, before al
W. Wiley, together with half a dozen
tering or laying any drain on pri
governors, several United States, sen MISSOURI PACIFIC TO
vate property, except in cases of reators and many of the foremost edu
pair (and repairs are to consist of
cators, agricultural experts and busi
SAVE ON TELEGRAPH leaks in drain, soil, waste or vent
ness men of the nation, at the Nation
pipes), shall file with the City Clerk
al Conservation congress which open
upon proper blanks, to be provided, a
ed in this city today, lends added dig FORMS A NEW CONTRACT WITH full description of the work to be
nity to a convention the importance
done, and shall do no such work withWESTERN UNION TELEof which to the country at large can
out
a permit from the City Clerk
GRAPH COMPANY
scarcely be overestimated.
authorizing the same.
This is the third conservation con
shall be
Section 3. All drains
E. J. Pearson, first vice president
gress to be held. , The first was held
formed of god, hard, sound, well
in Seattle In 1909 and was devoted of the Missouri Pacific, has announcglazed stoneware pipe. All connecchiefly to the consideration of the ed that under the new contract, tions of one line of drain pipe with
saving of the forests. In St. Paul last which his company has made with another shall be made with Y
year the public land question was the Western Union Telegraph com branches and eighth bend. All drains
foremost At the prevent congress pany, now effective, each company shall, where practicable, be laid at
the farmer and farm life forms the will pay for all services rendered least three feet below the grade, with
general topic, ; with especial - refer- The telegraph company's franks is- a fall of not less than
ence to the question of soil fertility, sued .to officers and representatives inch to one
foot, and as much more
will permit the sending of either of
its maintenance and improvement.
as possible. The pipes shall be put
During the three days of the con- the four classes of telegrams and all together with great care and the invention addresses and papers will be telegrams filed thereunder will be terior of each
length of pipe, and the
-presented that will command tfie at- charged against the railway, ,
last joint inside, are to be made perTo secure efficient service at the
tention of the nation, not only
fectly clean before the next length
cause of their Importance to ' the minimum expense, only such tele- Is laid. The
backfilling shall be first
agricultural Interests, but because of grams or letters as are of an urgent band packed with care, then well
the prominence of the men who will nature and in the interest of the rail- tamped to prevent the slightest setroad are to be offered for transmispresent them.
tling of drain. All joints shall be
dission and advantage taken of the made with first class
with
the
opening
Beginning
hydraulic cecourse tonight by President Taft on economy in rates of the individual ment The connections below the outthe general subject of "Conserva- - classes of services.
side house drain and the public
Communications filed after 4:30 p.
tlon," the thousands of interested ausewer, alley of highway shall be
m., destined to points that may be made
ditors who will fill convention hall
by a licensed drain layer. Perand Wednesday will listen to reached by mail as nearly as 8 o'clock mits for the construction or repair of
'addresses by noted men who know the following morning or relating to private drains in or through private
how the natural resources of the matters not requiring a prompt reproperty snail be issued by the City
country have been wasted and who sponse, are not be offered for trans- Clerk to plumbers of drain layers!
are best qualified to speak on the sub-jo- mission by wire.
licensed by the City. Plumbing in all
In regard to the railway telegraph old
of their conservation.
buildings shall be properly trapped
Secretary Fisher and former Secre- service, Vice President Pearson says: and ventilated in accordance with the
tary Garfield will speak on the same "The economical operation of rail- provisions of this ordinance before a
(general subject assigned to President road wires is essential, and all offi- connection may be made to the
Taft. Senator Joseph L. Bristow of; cers and employes will lend their aid sewer.
Kansas, who was formerly assistant to the elimination of unnecessary telSection 4.
Grease traps in yards
postmaster general, will tell of "The egraphic reports or communications shall be constructed of earthenware.
mail.
Heads
Farm and the Postal Service," and that may be 'handled by
All grease traps shall have iron covSenator Gilbert N. Hitchcock of Neb- of. departments and others receiving
ers, the same not to be more than six
raska, will will speak on "Conserva- telegraphic forms or other reports Inches below
Grease traps
grade.
are
to
their
tion in Congress."
personal for small
give
requested
or ordinary
buildings
Charles s. rtarrett of Georgia, yresn attention tQ the matter of reducing
houses ' shall be not less than
dwelling
a
minimum.
to
of
Buch
wires
use
the
dent of the Farmers' Education and
inches. Hotels,
eighteen by thirty-siUnion of America, will Officers and employes win use the restaurants or other cooking estabbe heard on the subject of "Cutting telegraph only when the business of lishments shall have a grease trap not
Out the Middle Man." Dr. Harvey the company actually demands It, and less than twenty-fou- r
by thirty-si- x
W. Wiley, the famous pure food ex when train mail will not serve the
in size and the same shall be
inches
All telegrams must be
pert, will talk on "The Health of the purpose.
set and laid to the satisfaction of
People." Other speakers on subjects worded as briefly as possible. Com the City Council.
,of general interest and importance munications received by telegraph
Section 5. That portion of the
will include Governors Hadley of Mis- shall be answered by mail when it
house
drains inside of the walls and
to
detriment
without
done
of
be
may
souri, Stubbs of Kansas, Blease
underneath the buildings, and three
South Carolina, Vesey of South Da- the company's business."
feet outside the area or foundation
kota and Kltchin of North Carolina.
walls, shall be constructed of what
AMERICAN FIELD TRIALS
An imposing array of agricultural
is known as extra heavy fittings, or
A
23.
Mount Vernon, Wash., Sept.
experts will deal with the practical
extra heavy cast iron soil pipe, exmore
of
than
Formdog
party
fifty sporting
side of farming and farm life.
in four story buildings and uncept
er Governor W. D. Hoard of Wiscon- owners and handlers from the east
standard
der,
soil pipe may be used.
them
their
with
ern
states, bringing
sin, who is America's foremost authoHouse drains shall be securely an
of
has
arrived
honor
winners,,
on
talk
on
will
strings
"Dairydairying,
rity
chored to the walls with anchoring
ing and Soil Fertility." Other ,noted here to take part in the annual trials not
less than five feet apart, and
It
Trials
club.
American
Field
of
the
agricultural experts and their subjects
laid in trenches of uniform grade,
time
American
is
first
the
that
the
Stock
Live
"The
follows:
as
are
or suspended from the floor timbers
Farm and Soil Fertility," Dr. Freder- trials have been held in this section
by strong iron
hangers. Cleanout
field
or
trials
of
and
the
the
of
country
ick B. Mumford, of the University
connections shall be placed on the
of
L.
Washington
Prof.
Oregon,
ganizations
"Wornout
Soil,"
Missouri;
Inside of drains where practicable,
G. Hopkins, of the University of Il- and British Columbia have joined in
the same to be accessible and to be
to
make
the
preparations
of
meeting
Cultivation,'
"Methods
linois;
not less than two inches in diameter,
Prof. E. M. Ten Eyck of Kansas State big success.
urains on soli pipes shall have a
'Agricultural college.; "The Trend of
uniform fall of not less than
FAIR
W.
INTERSTATE
Dr.
Movement."
Conservation
the
inch to the foot toward the
25.
New
The
Trenton, N. J., Sept.
J. McGee, of the bureau of soils of the
' which is one sewer.
in direction shall be
Changes
Interstate
fair,
Jersey
department of agriculture.
made with Y branches and eighth
In addition to the problem of soil of the largest and most important
bends.
Connections
with vertical
fertility the congress will discuss of the annual agricultural exhibitions pipes shall be made with Y branches
and
held
in
the'easf,
the
opened
today
the
country school,
good roads,
and
'
shall
country club! the farmer and the will continue until the end of the be sanitary T's and all drains
where
exposed
practicable.
Id
the
week.
exhibits
water
trans
many
and
respects
railroads,' the farmer
Section 6. Soil pipes receiving the
portation, the' community club, the and the entertainment features are
"
ever
of one or more water
the
offered
here.
best
discharge
rural home,
among farm
closets
shall
be extra heavy cast Iron
child
life
stock
live
industry,
ers, the
soil pipe, except in four story build
on the farm, and the farmer and the
government.
Many a fast young man comes ings and under, standard soil pipe
may be used, same as specified for
states are represented home on the slow freight.
Twenty-fiv- e
drains, not less than four inches in
diameter, to continue full size inside
of building to the highest point of
roof, and to a height not less than
ECZEMA, ACHE,
six inches above the fire wall when
TETTER
0AK.ETC. the roof is flat, and at least five feet
above and ten feet away from any
ficzema, Acne, Tetter, Poison Dak, Pimples, etc,, show that some opening or window or the adjoining
unhealthy humor or acid impurity is diseasing the circulation, and buildings. All vertical soil pipes
that a thorough cleansing of this vital fluid, is necessary in order to shall be supported
by pipe rests, a
correct the trouble.
Salves, washes, lotions, etc., may relieve some least one to each foot. Soil and vent
oF the itching and other discomforts caused by skin diseases, but such
pipes below rafters shall be supported
treatment has no effect on the blood and therefore cannot do any by strong iron
hangers. Standard
permanent, good. Until the humor is removed from" the circulation Pipe may be used below rafters on
the cuticle will suffer the effects of an acrid irritation.
5.5.S.isthe gable roofs only when one
h
best and quickest remedy because it is the greatest of all blood bends are used to reach the
highest
purifiers. It goes into the circulation, and removes every particle of point of the roof. All joints shall be
the humor, whether it be an infection of poisonous plants or from packed with oakum and run with mol
other causes, and makes the blood pure, rich and healthy, allowing it ten lead, thoroughly calked. Connecto soothe and nourish the skin instead of irritating and inflaming tions of lead
pipes with drains and
it with acrid humors.
Book on Skin Diseases and any medical advice soil pipes shall be made with extra
desired sent free. S. S. S. is for sale at drug stores.
heavy brass ferrule and properly
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO. ATLANTA, CA.
wiped joints and chalked to iron pipe.
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Section 7. Vent pipes must not
terminate in or lead through chimney flues, but must be carried up
inside of the house, or supported the
same as soil pipes. All water closet
traps shall be back air vented with
no less than two-inc- h
pipe. All other
fixtures shall be back air vented with
the pipe of the same size as for
waste pipes. Trap vents from two or
more fixtures must be connected at
least twelve inches above the highest
nxture. Vent pipes must be in
creased in size for each fixture by
inch for each additional
fixture. Trap vents on the outside
of each building must be set in the
line of the connection. Galvanized
wrought Iron pipes and guaranteed
fittings, extra heavy cast iron soil
pipe or lead pipe (weight extra light)
may be used for ventilation.
Section 8. Each and every fixture
having a waste pipe shall be separ
ately and independently trapped with
a water-sealin-g
trap placed as near
the fixture as practicable; and each
trap shall be protected from syphon-ag- e
and air pressure by a special
vent pipe. Waste from bath tubs
and wash trays to be connected to
drum trap with trap schew not less
than three" inches In diameter and
put as close to fixtures as practicable. Trap to be accessible. Bath
tub and wash tub strainers shall be
one and one-hal-f
n
9.
Waste pipes from
kitchen sinks in any hotel, restaurant or other public cooking establishment, and in every dwelling
house, shall run separate to a grease
trap in yard when practicable; and
when the same is not practicable to
put in yard, a rrease trap must be
placed below each sink, with water
jacket to keep the water in grease
trap chilled.
Section 10. No steam exhaust,
blow-of- f
or drip pipes shall be connected with the house drains, soil,
waste or vent pipes within any buildings, but must discharge Into an open
tank or condenser from which a
safe connection to the sewer outside
of building or separate sewer conneo
tion mU8t b, madet
Section ii. la opening the trench
. .. .
, .

1911.

Madam! Your New Suit and Coat Is Here
K-

Been Planned and Designed Specially for You
And We Also wish to Announce that We Have

Its

r-

-

-

Installed a Complete Line of the Celebrated
"Wooltex" Suits and Coats for This Season.

one-quart-

All your little preferences have been considered, but directed of
And
course along the newest lines demanded by Dame Fashion.
then the fit how splendidly these Suits and coats will fit you your
good points enhanced, your bad lines graded off that's the sort of
Suit we'll show you.
It's all a case of knowing hew.
From our years of experience as storekeepers we have learned
what manufacturers to buy from where we can secure the choicest
styles, the finest materials, the most expert workmanship, the best
values.
Though the latest models are represented in this showing, yet
we know haw to discriminate, and have carefully selected such models as will delight you now, and please you better with each wearing.
No use to attempt to describe our stunning new Suit an Coat
models. You MUST see them.
these new garments
But, our final word is to your pocketbook
present the best values we hae ever been able to display. Prices

'

"Suits

$9.00 to $45.00
Coals
$7.50 to $35.00

inch-Sectio-

Hie

one-quart-

A. D., 1911.

Approved:
K. D. GOODALL,

Attest:

$7.50 to $65.00
The New Waists
There seems to be no end to the beautiful designs shown in fancy waists for Fall.
attempt to give descriptions we could use this whole page for waists alone and still tell
story. The materials and colors almost beggar description
waists. See them by all means. Prices

-

i

j!'

i

Were we to
an interesting

yon will positively fall in love with the new

.

$3.50 to $10.00
New Mexico's

Rosenwala1

Leading

Block

Store

ESTABLISHED

CALL FOR REPUBLICAN

STATE CONVENTION
Whereas, pursuant to the provisions
of the Enabling Act and the resolution adimttlng New Mexico into the
Sisterhood of States, the governor of
New Mexico has issued his proclamation ordering an election to be held
on Tuesday, November 7, 1911, for
the purpose of electing the various
congressional, state, legislative, Judicial and county officers authorized by
the constitution heretofore adopted
by the people of New Mexico;
' Now, Therefore, pursuant to and
in accordance with resolutions adopted by the Republican Central Committee of New Mexico in convention
asembled at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
on Tuesday, September 6, 1911, a call
is hereby issued for the holding of the
first republican state convention in
the City of Las Vegas, New Mexico,
at 10 o'clock in the forenoon of Thursday, the 28th day of September, A.
D. 1911, for the purpose of nominating candidates for the various congressional and state offices created
and authorised by law; and the Republican Central committees of the
various counties of the new Btate except as otherwise by this committee
ordered, are required to issue call
for the holding, upon such notice and
date as they may deem expedient,
county conventions for the purpose
of electing delegates to said state
convention, at which the basis of representation shall be 1 delegate for
each 100, or fraction thereof of 50 or
more, of the votes cast for the republican candidates for delegate to congress at the election of 1908, and 1
delegate at large from each county
now in existence; upon which basis
the representation at said state convention from the several counties of
New Mexico shall be as follows:
Bernalillo
.. 25
,
ChaveS ......
io
I

Colfax

Curry
Dona Ana
Eddy ..
Grant
Guadalupe
Lincoln
Luna
McKinley
Mora

Mayor.

Clerk.

CHAS. TAMME,

,

That every woman In Las Vegas will be immediately Impressed with our extensive display of new
dresses goes without saying or we have gathered some unusually beautiful models in Silk and Wool
materials. Limited space here permits of only the briefest mention. Prices

as little as possible of the trench
must be dug until the junction or T
in the sewer is found, unless it is
first determined to make a new opening; in the sewer. The location of all
Y's are shown on the plat book in
the office of the City Clerk, and the
drain layer shall consult same before opening trench. Wherever in
the opinion of the City Council it
shall be necessary to make an open'
ing in the sewer for the purpose ol
connecting to same the City Clerk
shall issue a special permit for such
opening and no drain layer or other
person shall make such opening without said special permit.
Section 12. Every water closet or
group of water clpBets within a building shall be furnished with a separ
ate tank or cistern; the flush pipe to
be not less than one and
inch. All public urinals must be
supplied with a system of continuous
flushing, flush to be connected to
urinal and heel on ' trap. Rain
water leaders' shall not be con
nected with the sewer system, except
where expressly authorized in writing by the City Council.
Section 13. All work shall be done
in accordance with this ordinance
and In a workmanlike manner, and
any owner, agent, architect, plumber,
condrain layer, superintendent,
tractor or other person failing, neglecting or omitting, resisting or refusing to comply with any of the
conditions, terms, regulations or
of this ordinance shall,
upon conviction, be fined in a sum not
less than ten dollars nor more than
one hundred dollars for each offense,
and each day's failure, neglect or refusal to comply with the provisions
of this ordinance shall be deemed a
separate and distinct offense, and
shah be punished as hereinafter provided. Any plumber or drain layer
who violates the above provision,
shall In addition to the above mentioned penalty suffer the forfeiture
of his license.
Section 14. When plumbing or repair of plumbing Is required to be
done by reason of complain from the
City Health Officer on account of
sanitary defect or violation of ordinances, such plumbing must be carried on under the direction of the
health officer and, when completed,
accepted by him. When sanitary inspection has shown the plumbing in
any building which is occupied or
has been occupied, to be In a condition which endangers health, repairs
or alterations of such plumbing must,
when finished, be submitted to the
health officer for his approval.
Enacted this 18th day of September

New Dresses

7.
1

......

17
5
13
4

10

.......

11
9
3
5
15
7
11

Otero
Quay

Rio Arriba
Roosevelt J.;........;.'..;..;
Sandoval
San Juan
San Miguel ..;
'.
Santa Fe . .
Sierra
Socorro
Taos
Torrance .
Union
Valencia
Total

16
7
10
6
30
17
5
17
13
8

14
15

.303

It is recommended that in event the
same deelgates are 'not elected dele-

. Wednesday
Annual tournament
of Western
Pennsylvania Golf association opens
at Pittsburg.
Opening of annual open-ai- r
horse
show at Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Eddie' Murphy vs. Ray Bronson, 10
rounds, at Indianapolis.
football games at
New Haven, Conn.
football game, at
Ithaca, N. Y.
Thursday
Tony Ross vs. Morris Harris, 10
rounds, at New York City.
young Ketchel vs. Young Stewart,
10 rounds, at Hammond, Ind.
Friday
Matty Baldwin vs. Frankle Burns,
20 rounds, at San Francisco.
Saturday
Johnny Kilbane vs. Frankle Conley,
20 rounds, at Vernon,
Caljf.
Harvard-Batefootball, game at
Cambridge, Mass.
Yale-HolCross football game at
New Haven.
Brown-Nefootball
Hampshire
game at Providence.
Carlisle IndianstfWckinson football
V
game at Carlisle, Pa.
Princeton-Steven- s
Institute football
game at Princeton.
football
PennsylvaniarGettysburg
game at Philadelphia.
Minnesota-Ame- s
football game at
n

Cornell-Alleghen-

y

gates to the judicial and legislative
district conventions that the same
basis be used in the election of such
district delegates and that such conventions shall be called and held, after the state convention, at such time
and place as may be agreed upon by
the chairmen of the central commit-tee- s
of the several counties composing the respective districts mentioned,
or In default of agreement by saiC
chairmen, by a majority of the delegates elect to such district convention.
It is further recommended that the
republican county conventions in and
for the several counties, for the nomination of county officers, be held after the state convention.
H; O. BTJRSTJM, Chairman.
JOSE D. SENA, Secretary.
Minneapolis.
s

CALENDAR

OF 8PORT3
FOR THE WEEK

CATARRM
1

Monday

Opening of fall race meeting of
Louisville Jockey club, Louisville, Ky.
Opening of independent race meeting of Columbus Driving association,
Columbus, Oo.
Annual trials of American Field
Trials club begin at Mount Vernon,
Wash.
Opening of horse shows at Trenton!
N. J., and St. Joseph, Mo.
Close of the season of the "Klty"
baseball league.
Eddie Murphy vs. George Memsic,
10 rounds, at Gary, Ind.
Jim Stewart vs. Andy Morris, 10
rounds, s,t Brooklyn, N. Y.
Tuesday
Opening of horse show at Oklahoma
State fair, Oklahoma City.
"Knockout" Brown vs. Jim Bonner, 10 rounds, at Tamaqua, Pa.

....

7
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HAY FEVER
ELY'S CREAM BALM
Applied Into lh. nostrils
quickly absorbad.
CIVE8 RELIEF AT ONCE.

.Is

It cleanses,

soothes, heals and protects the:
diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh'
and drives away a Cold in the Head
Restores the Senses of Taste andquickly.
SmelL
It is easy to use. Contains no injurious
drugs. No mercury, no cocaine, no morphine. The household remedy.
Price, 50 cents at Druggists or by mail..
ELY BROTHERS,

56

Warren

St., New

York-

-
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AND

AIR

CRAFT TO VIE
FOR FAVOR

watch others play teunls, and rather
ride in an automobile than watch
others fly. Aeroplanlng is still the
pastime of a few men of the daredevil type; while autoiuobilins is
of moderate
within reach
means as well a as those of the
wealthy set and require no especU'.
skill or daring. Tt oeople are Ime
patient for an opportunity to
the 1912 models of the different
manufacturers, and simply cannot
wait until January, when, in the
uaual course of events, the 1912
moaeis wouia mane meir aeDut at
the national automobile show in
New York.
So the 1912
models
will make their initial bow at St.
Louis.
Never before have new
models been first Bhown elsewheri
than .in New York."
All the enclosed space at Forest
Park Highlands will be transiormed
into an autumn forest scene. Every
inch of ceiling and wall is to be co'N
ered with foliage taken from tho
woods and with soutlieita mosses.
The posts will be disgulshed with
bzlrth and oak bark and twined
around them will tod 'green grape
vines and leaves. Even the signs
used will be of rustic character.
Never before, according to Mr. Lee,
has' so unique a scheme of decora
tions beenj attempted in the United
States at any kind of an automobile
oon-par-

AUTOMOBILES AND AEROPLANES
WILL CONTEST AT ST
LOUIS FESTIVITIES.
t

St Louis, 8ept 25. Automobiles
and aeroplanes will vie for popular
favor during the St. Louis festivities,
October 1 to 8 inclusive. The automobiles will show outdoors at Forest
Park Highlands, one of the largjst
enmmer gardens in the
city, and the
aeroplanes will fly from Fairground,
a municipal park.
At the Btart' the aeroplanes wili
have several advantage's over tthe
automobiles. In the first place, they
are scheduled to begin to fly on the
opening day of the festivities, and
the automobiles will not begin to
shine in public until the second day,
October 2. In the second oiace, admission to Fairground to see the
flying aeroplanes will be free to all,
while
admission to Forest "I'ark
Highlands to look at the automobiles show.
will be 25 cents.
Runs to St. Louis on account of
But 25 cents is easily
with the
pacl
automobile, show from various
fcy anyone seriously considering the
cities and towns within a radius of
purchase of a motor car, and, re- 200 miles are
being organized.
cording to Captain Robert K. Lee, Parties In cars will start
for
editor of the Auto Review, who has St Louis and en route together
will pick up
charge of the automobile show. ;t other motorists bound for the show,
will, be the firstj show in thi Vniie.l so
that when St. Louis is reached
States to display the 1912 models. the
visiting machines will constitute
Furthermore, it will be the largest a
long line. Committees of St Louis
metor car exposition ever held west dealers
will meet the visitors and
of New York, Captain Lee asserts.
look after their comfort during their
He broadens this assertion by addlag
in this city.
that this show, held outdoors be- stay
The automobile show and the free
cause too large for any build.ag, wiil
are two of
most Important
cover more area and include mure flying
of a number of events constituting
automobiles, both pleasure nnd com- the St. Louis festivities.
Among the
mercial, than any previous show this other events of national Interest are
side of Gotham; The actual 'igures
the Veiled Prophets' pageant and
given out by Captain Lee are SO.OGO ball, a $50,000
annual frolic of
square feet of display area, 250 pleas
which this year will
citizens,
wealthy
ure cars, and 24 makes of trucks and occur the
night of October 3; and a
light and heavy delivery wagomi, all fifteen mile hapdlcap Marathon race,
1912 models.
the afternoon of October 7, led by an
The average man likes to see an aeroplane and ending on the aviation
aeroplane fly but likes to ride in an field at Fairground.
Thirty-fou- r
automobile, Captain Lee maintains. prizes will be awarded to runners in
Although conceding that the pay
this race, which is open to residents
automobile show, .;ven if of all sections of the United States,
the greatest in the history of the whether or not members of the Y. M.
west, will draw fewer people than C. A., under whose auspices the race
the free flying, lie believes it will will be run.
prove a greater factor than the flyin?
in bringing people from outside the
LIVE STOCK AND HORSE SHOW.
radius of special railroad rateu.
St. Joseph, Mo., Sept. 25. The ancommonso
has
become
"Flying
nual
interstate live stock ana horse
place now that people no longer have
show
opened here today wita upto
see
said
it,"
to cross the continent
ward of 1,500 head of stock on exto
coi
Lee
your
respondent
Captain
"For instance, out at Klnlocn Park, hibition, the largest number in the
the regular aviation grounds of the association's history. The show will
exAero club' of St. Lcnis, one or more continue through the week and is
to attract many visitors from
pected
seen
in
the
air
can
be
aeroplanes
almost any pleasant afternoon and the live stockq industry in the west
sometimes at night. But the average Kansas City, Omaha, Denver, Co'
man would rather dance than watch cago, Fort Worth and other centars
others dance, rather play tennis than and southwest.
.

te

S

CONGRESS POSTPONED.
Chicago, Sept. 23. In accordance
with the desire of; President Taft to
attend the fourteenth annual session
of the American Mining congress to
be held at the Hotel La Salle In this
city, the date of 'the convention ha
been postponed from September 26
to 29, to October 24, 25, 26 27 and 2S.
The president will deliver an address
on October 28.
Delegates from all the states will
be present, having been appointed
'
by the various governors. Governor
Mills has named the following from
New Mexico: C. T. Brown, Socorro;
E. A. Drake, Socorro; Fayette A.
Jones, Albuquerque; Thomas O'Brien
Dawson: Margarita Romero, Las
Vegas; John M. Sully, Santa Rita;
YVm. McDermott, Gibson; A. IL Milton, San Antonio; Samuel EsqulbtO,
Taos, and George W. Frlchard, Santa
Fe.
;

NO RISK

We pay for all the medicine usd
during the trial, if our remedy fall
to completely relieve you of constipa
tion. We take all the risk. You are
rot obligated to us In any way what
ever, If you accept our offer. Could
anything be more fair for you? Is
there any reason why you should
hesitate to put our claims to a prac
tical test?
The most scientific common-senstreatment is Rexall Orderlies, which
are eaten like candy. They are very
pronounced, gentle and pleasant In
action, and particularly agreeable In
every way. They do not cause diar
rhoea, nausea, flatulence, griping or
any inconvenience whatever. Rexall
Orderlies are particularly good for
children, aged and delicate persons.
Wo urge you to try Rexall Orderlies at our risk. Three sizes, 10c,
25c, and 50c.
Remember, you can
get Rexall Remedies In this community only at our Btore The Rexall
Store. E. G. Murphey.
e

MEETING AT LOUISVILLE
Ky., Sept. 25. The autumn race meeting at Churchill Downs
opened this afternoon and will con-

tinue for eighteen days. Hundreds of
horses, including nearly all of the
best that have been seen on tho
American and Canadian tracks this
summer, are stabled at the local
track. From here the horses will go
to Latona, where a' twenty-four-dameeting will wind up the season' on
the Kentucky tracks.
All the stakes for the Louisville
meeting have been well filled. The
feature event of the meeting will be
the four-milKentucky Endurance
stakes, which Is set down for October
7 and will be the first long distance
race in Kentucky in twenty years.
The event will be worth more than
$8,000 to the winner.
y

'
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There is nothing new under the
Even our mistakes have
erally been made before.
sun..

dainty,

quickly-serve-
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Made of selected Indian Corn cooked,
rolled into thin bits and toasted in a par-
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BUILDING

Our Reputation and Monty Is Back
i
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to eat.

I

IN AUTOMOBILE
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lit tltti uW lil IhhU luuy
feuluiY of tho ordinwy body
iiuva lu'cu tUmlnutod. A prtsmiKowd.
U ohtftiued from the forward com-par- t
men t u tlt rear by cutting a
little door in the middle of the foruude-uhulilt-

ward seat. Thut maktia oue door to
the ouUUlu that is really necessary.
That door ia placed on the right side
of the rear compartment. The elint
Inatlon of the foredoor makes it pos
sible to put the gearshift levers ou
the right side of the driver again,
close to the solid side of the body
and away from interference with any
other passenger.
may prolong
"Shock obserbers"
the life of the motor car spring, but
the designers have realized also that
they do not protect the passenger
from many little road shocks. So
they have turned their attention to
the refinement of the upholstering.
ara
In many models the seats
equipped with cushions ten inches
deep,, while the back of the seat
Is cushioned as deep as eight o
nine inches. Manufacturers decided
it was better to go to that expense
rather than weaken as vital a member of the chassis as the road
springs.
The heating of the new cars this
fall will be accomplished in several
The more common practice
ways.
will be to put a hot air jacket
around the muffler and lead the shaft
Into the car body. Another practice
will be to pipe the car for the hoc
water from the radiator. Some efforts are being made to heat cars
especially electric driven machines
with electricity.
The use of the closed body has
compelled the makers to produce a
car that can be controlled fully from
the seat Since the perfection of the
it is not necessary very
often to leace the driver's seat
and to crank the motor by hand. Now
gas lights can be automatically
lighted by apparatus on the dash.
When the gas is turned on it is
Ignited by an electric spark from a
"buzz" coll. A gasoline' gauge and an
oil gauge on the dash tell you how
much of a supply of these necessaries you have.
Small closets have been built Into
the rest of the space on the dash.
These will be used to store materials for Immediate use, such as
spark plugs, goggles road maps, etc.
Wind shields have been modified
to cool the forwarcr seat, as well as
the rest of the body. At the top
of the woodwork of the dash is fitted
a curved flap which points downward and serves to throw the Inrush
lng air over the hot floor. A lever
on the dash permits the driver to
regulate the amount of air coming
in througtit the "doors."
Many refinements of the running
board have been brought forth in
the last year, but one model is showing an especially good example of
bow running boards can be treated.
This board is free from any spare
wheels, tool boxes, gas tanks or
other dust catching accessories. In
their stead there !b a long, ihfgh row
of waterproof
covered suitcases.
These are so built and finished! that
it is almost impossible to tell them
from the body of the car.
There have been few changes in
the construction of engines. The
Knight silent motor Is the only radical departure. Nearly all motors
have been equipped with a dual ignition system in, the last year. In
case of an accident to one system
the other may be used. Both seta Of
spark plugs may be used at once
If it is desired.
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Kaufman
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"Pre-Shrun- k"

Kaufman

Campus Togs

are for Youne Men, who wish clothes that are ' distinctive" clothes that emphasize your ' Individualitj
yet show good taste. "Campus Togs" are stylish and perfect fitting and possess that "torTc" desir
by all good dressers. And we guarantee they will stay perfect fitting and keep their graceful Knes ai
J
handsome, shapely appearance as long as worn.
We have a "Campus Togs" suit and overcoat that for style, fit and material will just suit yoa.
Priced from

JOS.
PROCLAMATION
IS ISSUED BY

GOVpOR
OFFICIAL

RECOGNITION

EN "FIRE

IS GIV

PREVENTION
DAY"

dai.

,.';.

.

V;

'

$152 to $30M
A.

(S3)

TAICHERT

moval of rubbish and debris from
their premises; that conditions which
bring about fires be examined Into
and remedied; that tha various
boards of education throughout the
territory and those In whose hands
the lives and safety of our school
children and the wards in onr hospi
tals and institutions are intrusted,
make special effort In the protection
thereof.
The authorities of our cities and
towns are urged to take such precautions as will tend to reduce this enormous waste. And I further recommend that appropriate exercises be
held in our public schools and that
Instructions on the common fire hazard be given therein, and that the
day be made the occasion of "fire prevention" which is doing so much to
remove hazardous conditions.
Done at the Executive office this
the 21st day of September, A. D. 1911.
Witness my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico.
WILLIAM J. MILLS,
By the Governor:
NATHAN JAFFA,
Secretary of New Mexico.

plants, $6,500; cattle, $40,579; merchandise, f 19,44ff; fixtures, $23,510;
lumber, $8,057; honey bees, $lS,He.
!
For the Treasury
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received the sum of $166 from
Game and .Fish Warden Thomas f.V
Gable
Chance In Messenger
Charles J HJckert has resigned as
messenger in the U. S. weather
to take a position in the First
National bank, lie has been succeeded by John C. Feldman, temporarily, until a civil service Tamlna-tlo- n
'
can be held. ' ,
Work on Albuquerque Road
Good
Roads commission
'the
through Territorial Engineer Charles
D. Miller, has offered to make an
additionul appropriation oi$1.20 for
the road between 'Albuquerque and
Algodones if Bernalillo county gives
$1,800, the total being deemed sufficient to finish that link that will com
plete a good road from the Duke City
to the capital.
bu-re-

Hay Fever and Summer Colds
COUNTY LOSES
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 23. TravelOTERO

ing Auditor John Joerns has received
the tax roll from Otero county which
shows a slight loss this year compared
with last year. The assessment for 1910
was $2,184,923 and for 1911 it was
$2,176,298, showing a loss of $2,63bJ
ar
Among tne iteips or increase
agricultural lands, $31,438; improve
Fire Ere- neat on clfcJJotfi
14,.goatfc,

-
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I Garments

For Men

ex
They are finely tailored, eminently stylish and in good taste; and, because
by
sive process, which produces LASTING STYLE and SHAPE PERMANENCE, they keep yon f 'ions
attired Pt all times.

Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 25. Gover
nor William J. Mills today issued a
proclamation naming a "fire preven
tion day" in which he calls attention
to the enormous loss caused by fires
In New Mexico and which he attri
butes largely to carelessness.
The
proclamation Is one which will doubt
less arouse keen Interest throughout
the territory. It is as follows:
Fire Prevention Day
The great annual loss of life and
property by Are in this country is one
that should command tho serious attention of our citizens. The per capita loss in New Mexico during the
past year from fires is over one dollar
for every man, woman and child within our borders.- - The chief factor responsible for this loss is carelessness
and the utter lack of personal responsibility In the removal of causes productive of fires.
In .order that this matter may be
to
man
properly
brought.. to .the attention of
say
a
It takes
pretty big
our p?-,,'?; .:'.' 'Kappolnt, Mon- ne
wnai
.inronB.
just
"m- .11
','

9'

'

are
discriminating clothes buyers desire. When selecting your next Suit or Overcoat yoa caa
readily see whether it is stylish appearing and perfect fitting; but if you want a guaranteed assur ethat
your clothes will retain those pleasing qualities you first admire, indefinitely choose

self-starte- n

Creek, Michigan

lmwsmm?

mm

and Shape Permanence
Lasting
Style
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MU8T BG RELIEVED QUICKLY
AND WE RECOMMEND

Foley

Compound
For auick and definite results.

For MEASLES' COUGH, for the COUQH
that follows SCARLET FEVER, foJ
V(
CROUP,
WHOOPINQ fWiVJU.
v
ASTHMATIC CONDITIO
of whatever or'm, includirlH
COUGHS of ELIJERV

Foley
9

Hi- -

Honey and Tar

Honey

Red Cr"- O. G

-
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OUR

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, MONDAY,

-- A3

ments in support of tie theory that
the girl should be trained In the use
of money is seen in the Spoliation of
ESTABLISHED 187J
of
character and the destruction
PUBLISHES BY
peace that result from the schemes
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
of the money shark. Jijst now as I
itroORPOBATIDl
write thousands of gcod:', women,
of them widows, washer woM. M. PADGETT
EDITOR many
men and dependent girls ate having
their eyes opened to tie; fact that
they have fceen defrauejl out of
their earnings by a manwlo offered
Entered at the Postofflce at Eut them an enticing investment DeVegas, New Mexico, lor transmishavi stocks and
sion through the United States Mails signing persons who
bonds or securities of ne kind or
as second class matter.
another to sell, reap a ricA harvest
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
among the class of persons just
DAILY BY CARRIER
named. This fraud andi wrong" con.06 tinues largely 'because bfrthe lack
Per Copy
16
One Week
of training in money affidrst which is
66
One Month
One Year
67.60 still the rule amofifTfrowiftg girls.
"Then, go ovef "tfifcInaYter" care
DAILY BY MAIL
with the young, daughter. Call
fully
16.00
One Year
6.00 bed attention frequently)'" $o) actual
B'st Months
Instances of the stock sale ( frauds
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
as they occur. Teach her eto regard
GROWER
with suspicoln any investment that
12.00
One Tear
a Tig return. Any ' offer . above
'
1.00 offers
Eix Months
a good current rate of interest Is
(Cash In Advance tor Mail
probably a dangerous risk ' for an
Subscriptions.)
woman investor.
untrained
Kemlt by draft, check or money
it may be said jtfrat good,
"Finally,
rder. If sent otherwise we will not
sound money sense, .may be .made a
Be responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on application. kind of center and core f bf, every
Out of ft. may
efficient character.
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT
radiate much of the work? that the
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
hand might be trained to I da much
PAID FOR.
of the truth that the intellect might
AdTertisers
are guaranteed the be trained to know and much of the
largest dally and weekly circulation love and that the.h.earf might be
o' any newspaper in Northeastern

!)c

gathj

(Dptic

.

au

:

dium of a decision in the Alameda
Grant case, was almost enough to
make one think that the perihelion
had been reached; but the very finest
of brilliant excrecenees from an. editorial mentality was contained in a
subsequent editorial that said everything has been rotten to the core
under our territorial form of government And now comes our brilliant
contemporary crying that because
Herbert J. Hagerman does not want
H. O. Bursum for governor, Bursum
ni'.ist. of necessity be nominated by
the state convention. If the New
Mexican's logic is to be followed we
would suggest to Mr. Hagerman, in
all seriousness, that he select the
man he really wants for governor ind
fight hiB nomination tooth and nail.

SEPTEMBER 25.
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sales were made of ; raw sugar on
the basis of 5.75 cents in the lower
Wall' street district.

COFFEEANDSUGAR

STILL SOAR

,

PLENTY OF WORK
FOR PRESIDENT

SKYWARD

gar-n-e-.i-

UP
SWEET STUFF WENT
CENTS A HUNDRED SATURDAY; 'COFFEE TOO

.

'and

TONIGHT.

(

t''

i

p

tv

-

,

NOVEL

PLAN FOR

RAIS

MONEY

IS EVOLVED

i

a

SPEECHES TODAY
WILL JALK AGAIN

MADE ELEVEN

20

Las Vegas continues to feel the effects of the scarcity of sugar and on
last Saturday the merchants received
a notice of a raise of 20 cents a hun" dred pounds on the cane product On
o
day in New York City the
THE COUNTY CONVENTION the same
price of raw sugar took a jump, but
as yet the refined product has not
The republican county convention
felt the effect of this last raise, havheld on Saturday was as harmonious
remained at from eight to nine
a gathering as any member of the ing
cents a pound retail. Another boost
party would possibly desire. As a in the finished
product is expected to
general rule, the party in power, es- follow the one in raw sugar and the
pecially when it has been in power New York dealers predict that the
for ten or a dozen years, has consweet stuff will eventually be placed
siderable difficulty to maintain har
in the class of foods prohibited to
mony in Its ranks. That such' is not the poor.
the case in this county has been made
Twenty thousand bags of raw sugar
clear. Last Saturday more than two
were placed on sale in New, York, Sat
conven
hundred delegates met in
but that did not begin to sup
tion and without the slightest riscord, urday,
In the last few
ply- the demand.
without a single objection being raisworld
cultivated a gi
the
has
ed against any part of the proceed years
to add to the
and
sweet
tooth,
gantic
ings, selected thirty men to repre
slutatlon
sent this county in the first state con bitterness of the present
In the
of
fruits
the
preserving
crop
few Mexico.
vention. Such a showing can mean
is
south
west
and
'
large
phenomeally
but one thing: The republican party
this year.
SUGGESTIONS
San
Is
SOME
of
of
MOXJ
Miguel county
SEPTEMBER 25, 1911.
composed
'
Although the shipments of sugar
-men who sink their own individual
i;
1
continue
light, refiners are more
the
two
in
wel
About
weeks hence the repub preferences
general party
TE.V HING THE G1KL TO
of
the future than they have
hopeful
licans ct this county will meet m fare. - Such a party cannot possibly
SAVE
some
been
time. They are daily
for
convention to nominate a county tick- meet defeat at the polls.
expecting arrivals of ships from Haet on which to go before the people.
--William A. McKeever,
waii and Java, rushing here with carprofessor of While it is yet somewhat early to be
goes of the commodity.
philosophy and sociology at the Kanbooms for any particular can
sas State Agricultural college, has starting
Practically all the refined sugar in
didates, still there two men In whom
this
issued another Interesting and hel
country and in Europe has been
this paper and this precinct have
ful home training bulletin. This one
used up and the little raw that is
more than ordinary interest and we
is entitled ""Tteachin the Girl to
available is being rushed through the
I
feel certain that their nomination
Save." And as is usual with everyrefineries. The makers are flooded
will bring strength to the republican
with orders, but cannot fill them unthing that comes from Professor
ticket We refer to Mr. John H. York
der thirty days of their receipt.
pen it Is worthy of the at- and Mr. John S.
Clark. Both of these
tention of everyone, parents in par
Gamblers In this country and Eugentlemen should be kept;' in the
are adding to the difficulties of
. ,.m f mi ajrj'.JlroresBor McKeever e'jopha-eixerope
the feimple but none the less places they now occupy
situation by speculating for n
the
CHAIN
The first few years of statehood ENDLESS
PARTIES, EfiCH still further rise.
forceful
economic truth that "to
will decide the future of the entire
HOSTESS TO ENTERTAIN
spend judiciously Is to save," and he
Cuba's crop is 300,000 tons short
Is right la his insistence that it is state and every county in it for many
FOUR FRIENDS.
this year as compared witSr the yield
come. The business affairs
essential that girls are years to
especially
of 1910. The beet fields of Europe
of
our
should be run In a
county
tausht to spend judiciously and save.
A number of women of Las Vegas suffered so severely from tfxe drouth
businesslike way; no political party who" are
Mr. McKeever makes a
interested in the work of tho in Jane and July last that Europe,
summary of
the niethods of . fifty of the best re- - can hope to be successful jinless it Las Vegas Hospital and
especially in It is said, Instead of being able to
Swts he has been able to obtain con-- pays full attention to.the proper as- reducing the debt of the institution, supply her own needs this year will
f erning the teaching of eirls to save. sessment of taxes and 'the expendi- have evolved a system of entertain- be
cryfng for aid to satisfy the clatures of public moneys. .Theke things ment
' itsronows:
millions.
two
or
in
six
mor
week
of ,her sugar-eatinwhereby
"Trin the girl carefully in the per- are. the just duesof th public iat Jarge, months a sum of about $1,024 will Coffee has also joined in ' the up
formance of all kinds of home work, irrespective of party; and tne repub- have been raised. The plan of Mrs. ward procession of food products and
"having in mind of course, her mental lican party, should see to ft ..that the Cecilio Rosenwald, who originated in Las Vegas It Is higher than for
and spiritual needs. Thus teach her assessor's office and the board of the idea, is to entertain four women the past sixteen years. One of the
'to know that the world's wealth is county commissioners are illed by who each will give 25 cents toward Las Vegas merchants, in speaking of
confidence of
iprodnced chiefly by means of labor. men who have the full:
the hospital debt fund. These- - four the high prices said, that though cof
J
the
taxpayers.
"See that the growing girl lias all
are each in tun to do likewise.. Iiv fee is up in the heavens now he does
Without Intending to detract; in the thisthe Judicious
possible experience,
way Vy the law of arithmetical
In this
tc. further raise.
from the
xclleiif i work progression; at the end of the sixth not expect
slightest
of
the
expenditure
money necessary
states
his
her
that
said
connection
for her own personal belongings and that has been done by previous as- series- of parties the- sum of $1)021 emnt was backed, by the represen
ior household use. Let her do the sessors, we venture to say that Mr. will have been, raised and 4,096 wo- tative of a coifee house, who said that
family shopping a part of the time, York has prformedUie duties of his men will' have- been; entertained i by not further altitude records would be
office in such a way-thhew tax over 1,000 hostesses..
Mrs. Rosen1 broken In the near future. At pres
starting tier out on each trip with
i0ue "caution and instruction.
Give records of the county are now, In bet- wald, in describing the plan, said
ent the housewife is paying just 1
iher a trial at furnishing the family ter shape than they have ever 'ben. that the- women.- - doing; the entertain cents more for a two pound can of
entable for a month' and let her see if He has been absolutely fair and
ing may provide- any form of plea, her favorite brand of coffee. Seversue caui ivo tJUfiueu c ti;o at jcbb tirely conscientious- $n his vwqrli; and ure that comes, into their minds and
al of the good flavors or blends have
than the usual expense. Several Precinct 29 wants to' see hin rhoni-lnate- need not play cards es- she did as the
taken this raise-- on the two pound
,
fClarkEiS'icon-oernedv'Mst
As
as
far
first hostess. So far,, the plan has
have reported stood results from this
'
cam?
but In most cases the soar of
his work as member of the met with great success- - and during
;
has been in the cheaper ,kind
prfees
beboard
of county cosacaissioners,
the last week the seoond series oft
monthly
j. "figure ont a reasonable
coffee. The New York dealers In
of
'tot
cause
th
of
the
character
wasoffice,
chains
the
oompletsdt
or yearly allowance for the girl's own
look for a fur:
has been of a kind titaf fias oome di
To start 'the endess chain moving: this sniversal beverage
personal use and, after Increasing
in prices, as the coffeeadvance
ther
oFthe
to
the
notice
Rosenwald entertained
four
j Itblic. Mrs
;thls to a certain sum, encourage her rectly
outoefore has aoVniuch workjbeen 'friends- - at cards.. Her, guests were supply of the country from the
to try to save the amount added' as Never
off
fallen
heavily
naVer be Mes dames i W. Ju Lucasy, Byron Mills, side markets has
a reserve fuad tor her higher educa- done on the county roads:
in the last year, - To quote what the
and
so
fore
substantial
have
and
Charles
Goldstein.
H.
many
Spiess,,
tion in the future or to go toward the
to say in the
'
much needed bridges been bulll ; During the- past, week these women New York exchange has
expense of) ner marriage. It is per-matter:
Several
options on the
never before have.:'herpeopte'-bee-i
have' in turn eachi entertained four
haps not necessary that the money
. Be vera! options on the cofare friends.
to see so
Uhua saved be kept in a bank, but it able
the
Efee
touched,
-exchange yesterday
Mrs. Spiess was. the hostess to Mes- W 'by all means necessary that It be getting some returns hw "the taxes
Highest price since August, 1895
of
E.
board
Onr
Charles
dames
Arthur
them.
Ilfeia,
Ilfeld,
present
paid
by
regarded as her own in legal right
Within that period of sixteen
,15.60:
commissioners is the bear D.- Reynolds- - and Halle
Raynolds.
and that a strict book account of it county
lowest price for coffee for
the
jyears
that this county has evr had and we Mrs. Byron. Millss entertained
be kept- - v
was .d.otr, waicn wag
future
delivery
V.
CD. Boucher,
E.
of
Long,
"Teach the girl to save not mertly urge upon the republican party
fn June and' July, 1903. In the
made
X
Gibson.
and
Secundino
Romero'
H.
Mr.
renominate
that
the
they
county
tor future use tut for future good
the present
Mrs. Lucao, entertained Mesdames H. trade- ft is stated' that
It is agreed' among "men, I believe, Clark as the the
are due to small
record
price
high
C.
S.
Van
Van
Harriet
Petten,
Petten,
eptjigMis-trlct
that one of the. finest of all womanly board from
coffees and to
of which Precinct 29 Is a part. L. M. BaObv- and! John Robbins. Mrs. available supplies of
the
that
unselfishness,
is
current crop of
qualities
tile
that
Belief
the
in
second
the.
in the office has been sucb Goldstein,
concluding
Bweetest and best in, her nature is His record
Santos coffee will" not exceed 10,000,'
de- that there will be no opppsition to series of the chain pasties, was hos
and
sacrifice
In
hei
forth
shown,
000
J
bags. This is a falling off from
Mesdamee
to
tess
Charles
:
Rosenthal,
votion in behalf of others, especially him in this precinct.
Will Rosenthal, H. M. Granbarth and previous years, and staee in the Unit
lier own dependent children. There
These women all ted States thererls a limited suppl
Simon Hoffmair.
is also much other altruistic work in
BRILLIANCY
EDITORIAL
toward reducing, of coffee on hand, dealers look for a
tieir
money
paid
the church and in the social institu
and:
will entertain further advance within the next fort
the hospital debt
tions 'thiit is best performed only
y
night. Europe has ateo been a heavy
Balance wheels are necessities for in turn.
1y women. Train the grownig girl, the greater part of - mankinds and
buyer of coffee in this market, as
to 1 cent betherefore, to give a reasonable part among those who need khem, news
asear
Ramon
died
Saturday night prices here are from
of her savings to some worthy so paper editors are very much In evi at the Santa Fe hospital. He was a low the figupes quoted abroad. It
cial need.
and was also reported during the day that
dence. The point of this truism is laborer on the Belen. cMut-of- f
"I appeal especially to country
Arbuckle Bros, had purchased from
the
of
Las
editor
of
to
was
the
Saturday
Vegas
the
brought
fathers and mothers in behalf of tho Santajudgment
75,000 to 109,000 bags of valorization
a
treatment.
seems
home
to
be
is,
His
to receive
Fe New Mexican
training of their, growing daughters swinging in the wind at' the present Silio, N. M. The body has been mtfM hld bv the syndicate that
It is too uncertain and careless to moment Why this is tjie case Is a taken charge of by J. S. Johnsea & bought it at the sale of government
This cleans up
give the girl some live stock or other- hard
question. It may je that the Son, and will be held until word caa coffee last spring.farm property out of which her inbut leaves
'
avndleate
th
holdings,
o
of statehoodin'a's' 'destroy- be received from the man's f am9y
come is to be derived. She ia not in- bright light
cof
of
government
8,000
about
bags
sense
friends.
our contemporary's
;of pro
terested in such matters. It ls far ed
in
this
warehouses
city,
the
fee in
without xestrictiag the,- - activ
better to place her on anj allowance, portion
which cannot be sold this year. A
editorial
his
pencil,
of
whatever
ity
and make it just liberal enough
new high record price for raw sugars
the true cause Oiay be,our brother
cnaiKeu t
neep' ""te a reasonable degree f
wa$ also established yesterday, when
of thfl .New Mexican has,, been pubindulge her in acquirii
2000 bags Clft centrifugal sugar
that
matter,
V
5
iff Bom!'
(mate knowledge of tbj liJftn.
i
t 5.92
s wil Icontribute t;
ectied
.7
"if lirrfelC and JipI
.

TAFT

covered there was no such number.
While In the npihorhood, however,
he decided to do some more searchhe home of Mrs.
IS EASILY CAUGHT ing. He went to cc'o-ed,
In the Ki0
Lucinad Johnson,
block on Railroad avenue, and located
BURGLAR WHO ROBBED LEDUC'S the nrtlcles which had been stolen
frcp- - h- - tr?ic shop. Among the
TAILOR SHOP WAS AN ACCOMi'.i Ji v.hich were pieces of
MODATING PERSON
clctlur.?. Mr. Sena fouud a velvet vest
?
le'.cil::? :o Mr. LeDuc. This
Leaving" his address behind him
r as made in France on a Eu-i- o
was the mistake made by a man who
?:'n rut. It Is unlike any vest In
entered the tailor shop of Frank I.e New Mexico.
Due on Bridge street last night.
The offlcss arretted Mrs. Johnson
When Deputy Sheriff Enrique Sena m l iwo wlilie men who gave their
made an investigation at the shop
Fitcn?jrv ea Ben Wlant and James
this morning he discovered a piece of h-!!
a
representative of
They told
paper, evidently torn from the margin The Optic (heir names were John Doe
of a newspaper, on which was writ- and'KIchard Roe. The trio likely will
ten in lead pencil "416" Railroad ave- he sriven a hearing before a justice
nue. Deputy Sena also discovered of tho peace late this afternoon. It
some tracks of an exceptionally large is believed another man was in the
shoe. He became convinced that the plot and perhaps was the real thief
Intruder was a negro.
as the officers are inclined to think
Deputy Sena, In company with anwere social call- other deputy sheriff, went to the ad- Wlant and Fltchell
dress 4n Railroad avenue. He dis

LEAVES ADDRESS;

'j

Kan.,
Independence,
Sept 25.
President
Taft received a most
friendly greeting during his tour of
southern Kansas today. Both at Cof- feyvllle, where he spent two of the
forenoon hours, and at this place. Mr.
Taft was greeted by great crowds,
excursion trains from outside com
munities helping to swell the throngs..
The president chose the vetoes of
the tariff bills for his theme today
and received an attentive hearing.
He declared he did not come to Kansas to apologize for having exercised
executive disapproval of the woolen,
the free list and the cotton tariff
bills, but merely to explain to the
people face to face. Mr. Taft said;
d
his vetoes were the result of
conviction that he had a duty
to perform. He explained anew that
the tariff board should have an opportunity to report before any of the
schedules of the existing law are
touched.
Mr. Taft's day in Kansas
began
picturesquely. At Coffeyville he was
met by an escort of 200 horsemen,
uniformed in blue cambric shirts,
khaki trousers and peaked hate. They
were the representative business and
professional men of the city. The
president spoke at the' Plaza in Cof
feyville on the site of the bank
which was held up ly the notorious
Dalton brothers many years ago. in
escort was Jack
the president's
Kliehr, a determined looking man
with curly black hair and a drooping
black moustache. He killed two of
the Dalton boys in the roundup that
followed their last escapade.
The president will make eleven
speeches bgfore reaching Kansas
City tonight to address the National Conservation congress.
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deep-seate-

Las Vegas October
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GOOD PREMIUMS

Lots of Fun, Profit and
Pleasure for All
1

1--

Fare on Railroad

5

.

Join the Crowd.

Everyone is Coming.
TTjanri

!
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ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has 'put his personality and reputation behind, his
'
'I
statements
'.!:"
;
He can be trusted! because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the' extent of investing his capital, not
only in making the goads- right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good securerepeat orders.
The advertising is :not only a protection to the trade name,, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others' of their goodness.
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IT PAYS TO BUY

'

It

-

Always Pays to Duy Advertised Goods

Mes-dam- es

,

-

reprffc$a.at

"The Most Suggestive Store In Town'

:

.

Messieurs Bacbarach Bros. Say:
If you see it in the window of the Bacharach Store it's quality
if we tell it in our ad. it's the truth that's the way we
expect to win and hold your patronage.
,

Know Bacharach's and their good clothes and shoes

Ladies' Suits Fifteen to Forty Dollars

RHICF

.1

i

Opposite

C

t

BACHARACH'S

Gastaneda Hotel
i

;.,rir-
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and Men

''

"

things too

V

7.

.f
LASViGAS

Tfie

PERSONALS

Prescriplionist
man

.

'4 thing,

who

SHRINERS

does the

the measuring

man who knows how

14 why the man on
1 Pom everything
depends.
f I responsibility is never

(t sight of for a
, f prescription

moment
filling. Every
I Inscription
our
leaving
pore Is faultless from any
1 4ndpoint that you
may
ike. Tou may feel safe
sure if we fill your
Prescription.
i

PLAN

ELABORATE

MONDAY,

Miss Leo Si Lumbsfb of Mora un
aerwent an I operation for gallstones
yesterday J.t the Becker hospital.
Miss

Luis Rudulph of Rociada is In the
city on a brief business visit.
Rev. J. s. Moore returned this af
ternoon from Santa Fe where he
spent Sunday.
Mrs. C. W. Coberly left yesterday
afternoon for a short visit wth friends
'
In Shoemaker.
.
J. S. Johnson of Wagon
Mouud
came in from his home yesterday af
ternoon on business.
Jefferson iRaynolds ret.urr.Jjd "yes
terday afternoon from a business
trip of several days to Denver.
W. G. Leening, one of the directors
of the school board at Cherryvaie,
was In Las Vegas today to secure a
teacher for the Cherryvaie Schools.
O. A. Larrazolo went mis after
noon to Raton where he will spend a
short time looking after business af
fairs.
Mrs. H. Canter left yesterday aft
ernoon for Ocate where she will be
the guest 'of Mrs. N. Weil for sev
eral days.
Mrs. R. S, Kenestrick left yesterafternoon for Bottineau, N. D,
day
I
where she will spend several weeks

DAILY OPTIC,

Lurr,acV

is doini? wpII

ToeLadles'

Muilil. of StS. Paul'i
Mejftbrial Episcopal church will meet
tomorrow with Mrs. Hallett Raynolda

DOINGS

at her

home-104- 1

Seventh street

T. W. Smith, the concrete contrac
MEMBERS OF THE tor, was at work
today on a crossJOLLY CREW PLAN TO ATwalk on Sxith street between Graaf
and Hayward's store and the Hub
TEND FESTIVITIES

LAS

VEGAS

Clothing' store.

s

'

.

'

Las Vegas Dons Gala
Attire for First
State Convention

FIVE

19&

CALL FOR COMMITTEE
A call for the meeting of the

meni-bre-

s

of the State Central Committee
Is hereby made to meet at' Las. Ve
gas, New Mexico on Wednesday, September 27th, at 2 p. m.. at the Dun
can opera house to discuss such ques
tion as may come before the said com
mittee and make such recommenda
tion to the state convention as may
be deemed proper.
H.. O. BURSUM, Chairman,
JOSE D .SENA, Secretary.

OUR CHINA
-

-

t

IS HAND DECORATED AND BEARS THE NAME OF

PICKARD

or

LENOX

KNOWN BY THE MARK

fit', or:-

i

READY.

Hutchinson, Kan., Sept 25. From
the center, of the city to the utmost
limits, Hutchinson is dressed in holi
day attire in anticipation of the viBit
of President Taft tomorrow. The dis
tinguished visitor will spend the day
and nigjht in this city. During their
stay the members of the presidential party will he quartered at th
Bisconte hotel. A big military and
industrial parade will escort the president to the state fair grounds, where
he is to deliver an address as & feature of the Kansas
celebration.

TAUPERT
JEWELER and OPTICIAN
tU

CHAS. LEWIS
TAILOR FOR MEN

-

n

y

NEWMAN

TO r TRY

MIDDLEWEIGHT

"

s

New

Dresses
made of the best Serge
and Messaline Satin in
all leading shades
Ladies', Misses and
Children's Coats and
One-piec-

e

,

I

'

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
WILL DOLL BUILDING

603 LINCOLN

IflQQ Iba. or Mere, Each Delivery
1,000 lbs. to 2400 Itoa, Each Delivery
' 200
lb, to 1,000 lb Each Delivery
W lb, to 200 lb
Each Delivery
Los Than 60 lbs., Each Delivery

.

colors

Belding's Yard-wid- e
Guaranteed Satin

G'UA PUR--

A

;

20o per
25o per
Wo per
40o per
Mo por

10 lb.
100 Ibe.
100 lb.
100 lb.
100 lb.

COMPANY

A

Harvesters, Storersfand Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
" and
Lasting: Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas

Street

Ready-to-we- ar

Up-to-d- ate

RETAIL PRICES

Plain and Changeable
Messaline Satins in all

Hats

i

'.

see the new things
whether you wish to
buy or not

1

Famous

,

Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

Come and

GROSS, it ELL Y

Hoffman &
Graubarlh

r

WHOLESALE GROCERS

1

u?7---

FRIENDS

NEIGHBORS and FELLOW
CITIZENS

'

nr.

and

3f -

VEHlClES.eS'

WAGONS-MI- NE

'

PELTS

SEVEN HOUSES

East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. II., Tucumcari, N. M,
Corona, N. M-- , Rowe, N. M., Pecos, H. M.,
Trinidad, Colorado
r:si ri s

We are located at 523
Sixth Street.
We want your business
and will SUIT you or
"bust a ?hame-strin- ;"
try7
;
ing.
Let us hear from you.

,

J

Tlrf
--

-.

ALWYN
Sizes 12 toNKIn.
Fmnt2Mn.
'

RANSLEY

!

SIZES 12 to 18 In.
Fmnt2!Um.
i
IK In.

.j

Back IK In.

,

ALTMORE

ANGOLA
18X1 n.
Sizes IIX to
I

'

Sizes I It I8KI1L
X In.
' Front

Front
Back

I

.

In.

I

In.

Back I A Ik.

'

Collars and Cuffs; Lltbold, Brand Water- and
Collars
National
Brand Waterproof Collars and
proofCuffs;
Pl
f
,.. ,
jCuffSv, All styles.
Las Vegas,
b'tstVlbutors
rr ;tibr.v N. M.
i Vcto.r Brand Waterproof

Frank Revell,
CONTRACTOR

and Dealer in

WOOL. HIDES

-

PN

The Parisian Dry Cleaners

GO.

(Inooponatod)

Phone Main 104

,

and BUILDER

-

BadoutfM rnrnlaboo. on All Kinds ot
"
"
ob Work
BuWUns
Specialty.
'
Oppoatt
Optto,
ten Main 838.

,

W'VtfC.i'

n's

1.

t'lf."

:'

Capital Paid in

;"'

v.

Surplus

sc. rui!

$100,000.00
,

li WS

KC2

1

ft

PKANK STKINUKK,

VIOO

rrf Mitt Vtt4
f

J. M. CUNNINGHAM, Prartdcnt

PMMI

,

.

t,
L--

f

$50,000,00
r-

,

,

i:

Suits

1

SCRAP,,

Stylish and

Every thing; Made at Home.

--

I

25,

HUTCHINSON

The announcement of the fall cere
A
of the executive com
monies of Shriners to be held in Al mitteemeeting
of the republican convention
buquerque on October 14, has been has been called for
tonight at
received by the Las Vegas Shriners, o'clock at the Commercial
club by
and many of those prominent Las the
4
chairman, J. S. Clark.
Vegas Shriners are making plans to
i- to attend the festivties in the Duke
The E. Rosenwald and Son store
Of the coming ceremonies. on the Plaza was decorated
City.
this
y INTERS DRUG GO.
which wil be elaborate the Albuquer morning with
flags and bunting in
I I
que Herald has the following to say honor of the republican state con
Phone Main 3
"Es Selam uAleikum," translated vention, whijbh will - be) field herfe
J I
into English, "Peace Be To You,' Is Thursday of this week. The decora
the greeting extended to the members tions were planned and executed
by
of Baliut Abyad Temple, Ancient Ara F. M.
Lyon, advertised manager for
bic Order, Mystic Shrine, In a hand the store.
some announceemnt just issued by
the Shrine, which tells all about the
Luis Velasquez, who Is charged
fall ceremonial, which is to be held with causing the death of his wife,
on the 10 month Heglra, 1329 Shaw- was scheduled to. have a
hearing this
wal 20, or the announcement says, afternoon In the court of Justice of
Dr.- W. P. Mills left
Saturday night
for Columbia, Mo., where he will join in United States lingo aSturday, Oc the Peace Pablo Vigil on the West
(Continued From Page One)
Mrs. Mills and baby, Debora, in a tober 14, 1911, on the decline of the Side. Some time ago, it Is alleged,
sun. Everything that a Shriner would Velasquez's wife was shot In the
visit
with Mrs. Mills' relatives.
,
committee on Hotels reports .that
Mrs. L. E. Trainer and her daugh' wish to know about the ceremonial knee, receiving a wound from which
there will be plenty of room to accom
she afterward died. He may be' held
Miss Gladys Trainer, left today from the initiation of the novices
moaate all of the visitors. A large ter.
for Chicago. Miss Trainer will spend the grand parade, which Is to be held on a murder charge.
number of the citizens of Las Vegas
the winter in the1 Windy City study with Nat Reiss and his camels as imwill entertain visitors in their homes
i'V
portant features Is contained In ths
Two gangs are now busily at work
music. 1
and others who have rooms have no- ingJohn
new
Bell, who arrived Friday from book. The announcement is a thing on ithe construction of the
tified t;ie committee. Outside of the his home in
to attend of beauty, filled with clever and trite bridges across the Arroyo Pecos on
Albuquerque
hotels, over three hundred guests the funeral of A. MennetJ
Alamos road and
Jr., re sayings and reflects much credit on the Las Vegas-Lo- s
"will bp accommodated. With the ho
turned to the Duke City yesterday those who got it together. The "Po- across the Galllnas river at Hot
tels, tli 3 Pullmans from Santa Fe and afternoon.
tentate's Proclamation," which is a Springs. The gang at the Arroyo
t
Albuqi ;rque, and the numerous rooms
Andres Gandert, BheriffVof Mora gem in itself, is reproduced herewith, Pecos Is In charge of J. J. Cox, con
provif d by the committee any num county, and Tito Mlendez, 'treasurer Charles O. Cushman and L. H. Cham-berlistructing supervisor for the Missouji
ber c people that may attend the of the a me
being severally and jointly re Valley Bridge and Iron works. It is
county, are here from
gathering will be well cared for.
their home in Mora on a short busi sponsible, for the same:
expected the concrete construction
Beside the decoration of the opera ness
ILLUSTRIOS NOBLES ATTENTION! work at Hot' Springs will be begun to
trip.
house all of which will be done by
Hearken ye unto me,, ye faithful; morrow.
Mr. and Mrs.
Elzene Stevenson
the committee, the merchants and were in Las Vegas from their home ie your camels In the shade of the
property owners will have their places in Cherryvaie yesterday and today. pyramids, and let them chew their
Yesterday at a meeting of the con
decorated in beautiful manner. This
They were accompanied on their trip cuds in peace, forget ye for the day gregation of the First Christian
is the first state republican conven
by Miss Matthews of the same place. the hot .sands of the desert of hard church the resignation of Rev. J. W.
tion and everyone is joining in to
Charles Mehringer, bridge fore work, and hike ye to the chool shades Rose the pastor, was accepted. This
make It a grand occasion. The com- man, for the Santa
It Is the in- morning, at a meeting of a commitFe, was in Ias of our goodly temple.
mercial club Is planning Interior dec- Vegas Sunday from Laniy, where he tention of the committee to have tee of the directors of the church
orations and the other public places Is In charge of some bridge construc- open house at the temple on the af- with Rev. Mr. Grimm
of Albuquerque,
will bo in holiday attire. ; The win- tion, on a week end visit with his ternoon of the 14th for the purpose state
secretary of the church, the seo tendering all Shriners' .ladies a re- lection of a
dows of the stores will all de decor- family.
success of Mr. Rose was
ated. Doctor H. S. Van Petten of
George Curry, .lose D. ception, followed by a sightseeing discussed. No definite decision wbk
Murihey's store is planning a hand- Sena and Albert Clancey are expected trip, and possibly a trip in the flying reached but ( In. the next week , it, iB
some window decoration in the form to arrive in Las Vegas tomorrow af- machine, If any care to venture on expected a new pastor will be chosen.
of a colored star eight feet in dia- ternoon from their homes in Santa the trip. So bring your wife your
This evening the few remaining un- meter and all of the other merchants Fe. Mr. Sena is secretary of the state sister or your sweetheart. Yea, bring
them both, and when I say both, I terrifled democrats of the city and
will follow this example.
republican antral committee.
With a meeting of the state cenRichard Devine returned last night mean both. A man may have a wife town will hold precinct Jfcnilmaries
tral committee to be held Wedneas-da- from a trip to the Pacific coast and and a sister, or a sister and a sweet- for the purpose of selecting delegates
afternoon at 2 o'clock In the is again at his place behind the bars heart, but no good Shriner can have to the democratic county convention,
Duncan opera house the first official of the San Miguel bank. His moth a wife and a sweetheart, that is not which will be held in the court
proceeding of the republican state ers, Mrs. A. Devine, did not return In the same auto. Tumblest thoust? house Saturday of this week. Pre
Take heed, Oh, Ye Rascals, and cincts 5 and 6 on the West side will
Thn but remained for an extended visit
iconvention will have begun.
meet at. Mackel's hall and Precinct
meeting was called by H. O. Bur-su- with relatives and friends in Califor- mistake not for I mean business.
29, East Las Vegas, will hold its
O.
CHAS
CUSHMAN,
for
of
the committee,
chairman
.
nia.
Potentate.
primary in the city hall.
the purpose of selecting a list of
Of
course
he
Of
does,
the convention
temporary officers
An exciting horse race will occur
L. H. CHAMBEULIN,
to be recommaended to that body.
tomorrow afternoon at Amusement
Acting Recorder.
Other business likely will be transpark when "Teddy B," Secundlno
acted. There is evry Indication that
William B. Stapp, clerk of the Romero's fast horse, will be pitted
a largfe nfcmber of delegates and
cnoxfo nra will
court for the Fourth judicial dis against "Lowe," the speedy mare of
..... hfl In 111 VAZRS Ot
attend the convenatlon. There will
trict, says his hat is not a particu Tito Melendez, of oMra. The race is
a substantial side bet Melen-dez'num
he over 300 delegates and the
larly valuable piece of headgear hut for
horse is one of the fastest aniSat
In
locked
vault
his
was
expecto-is
In
it
the
that
Visitors
of
city
ber
mals
in northern New .Mexico. Ro
his
.,
to total close to 1,000.
urday evening. Mr, Stapp placed
hat in the vault early in the after mero's "Teddy B." Is of thoroughbred
noon while getting! some legal papers. stock and is capable of putting; up
to attend a fast race. A big crowd Is exADDRESS
TAFT WILL
plucky las Vegas boxer will Later he went up stairs convention.
pected to attend the race.
the
county
republican
i APPEAR
IN BOUT WITH LEWin
the
after
When he returned, later
MA110TH GATHERING
IS PERRY AT TRINIDAD
noon, Mrs. Virgil Wolfe, his assistant. CASCARETS 8URELY
STRAIGHTEN YOU OUT
had gone away, locking the vault
Wolfe
Mrs.
office.
of
the
BEFORE
she
Las
fans
when
Do
the
left
SPEAK
Vegas
PRESIDENT TO
fight
Biliousness, .Upset
know that to one of the-- : sons of this usually locks and unlocks the vault No Headache,
3300 DELEGATES TO CON-- !
Liver or ConstiStomach,
Lazy
was
rather
found
he
Mr.
and
Stepp
SERVATION CONGRESS
community belongs the title pf light
Bowels by morning.- pated'
to
remember
tried
he
when
Moun
of
the
rusty
Rocky
champion
weight
Kansas City, Sept. 25. Determined tanis? Thte Is What the classy little the combination. After considerable
Are you keeping your 'bowels, liver
an added imoetus to the Meadow City boxer, Lewis Newman, hard work he succeeded In. opening
tn Hv
and stomach clean, pure ' and fresh
cuuse of conserving the nation's nat claims as his title since his last fight the safe and securing his hat.
The second and third games be with, Cascarets, or merely forcing a
ural resources, 3,500 delegates to the with "Muggsy" Shoels at eLadville,
these alimenThird National Conservation congress Colo., In which he defeated the Rocky tween the Royal Beellners and the passageway through
or
organs
every row
tary
draniage
to
went
the
both
assembled in this city today. Near Mountain champion in fifteen rounds. Albuquerque Grays
7 days with Salts, Cathartic pills. Cas
score
of
second
the
the
by
the
of
is
this
title
Grays,
he
deserves
well
That
ly all the leading champions
to 4 and the last 11 to 7. This gives tor oil or Purgative Waters
policy of conservation In the United proven by the fact that the Rocky
Let
Stop having a bowel wash-day- .
the series to the Grays by two out
con
Trinidad
and
the
the
Mountain News
States were present when
cleanse
and
Cascarets
thoroughly
All of the games of the
gress was called to order by its presi Sporting editors give him the title of three.
attended and it is regulate the stomach, remove tjhe
dent. Dr. Henry Wallace, of De3 and many eastern papers have pro series were well
sour and fermenting food
claimed him as the champion of this said that the Beellners, with whom it undigested,
Moines, la.
foul gases, take the excess bile
and
cleared
business
was
a
proposition,
educators, district In about a month Newman
scientists,
Statesmen,
from the liver and carry out of tha
sum of hard cash.
farmers and representatives of ev will leave for the great white way of up a snug little
system ail the decomposed waste
and New Tork where he will attempt new
ery branch of American business
matter and poisons in the intestines
of
future
MASSACHUSETTS
PRIMARIES.
social life were in attendance. Every conquests. On his list
I
and bowels.
state in the Union was represented scraps, the plucky little pugilist has
Boston, Mass., Sept 25. The new
Cascaret
A
tonight will make you
and Thomas R. Shipp, executive sec- such names as Wells, McFarland an-- direct primary law in Massachusetts feel great
morning. They work
by
retary of the congress, said this year's Wolgast, for he bars no one at his is to have its first test, tomorrow, while yoff sleep never gripe, sicken
meeting was the most representative weight. Newman Is ofen spoken of when candidates will be nominated or cause any inconvenience, and cost
as being from Denver but never by for governor and other state officials
throng ever gathered.
10 cents a box from your drugsession
In
be
himself and he wishes the persons in to be voted for this fall. Interest only Millions J men and women take
will
The congress
gist
held
halls
the fight circles to know that he
centers chiefly in the contest for & Cascaret now and then and never
three days, three session to be
each day. President Taft, as the from Las Vegas, N. M. People here the, republican gubernatorial nom have Headache, Biliousness, coated
an interested in him should keep their ination. The contestants are Louis
guest of the congress, will deliver
tongue, Indigestion, Sour Stomach or
'.
eyes on him, for he is making a name A. Frothingham, the present lieuten
address tonight.
Constipated Bowels. Cascarets befor himself. On T'hursday night Lew- ant governor;
Walker,
Joseph
in-- ,
every household. Children
long
The premium books of the San Ml Is Perry will box Newman for: the speaker of the general assembly, and Just love to take them.
Ruel county fair are out and are be middleweight title at Trinidad. They Norman H. White, also a member of
those expect to stay in the ring for fifteen the general assembly. On the demoing put in circulation among
George H. Hinkle left .last night for
who will put their products on exhibits rounds. The fight will be a close on cratic side. Governor Fos Is unopMrs.
vic- posed for the democratic progressive Chicago where he will meet
ot
confident
are
both
and
arrangements
All
fighters
exhibition.
at the
Chinoma
will
in
be
short
democratic
visit
the
Kinkel.
After
nomination.
the
by
and
bout
For
preceded
tory. The
for the occasion are' made
Mr.
Mrs,
and
of
and
L.
cities.
Thomas
in
has
and
ination
he
record
good
two
on
cago
prelminaries,
Hlsgen
other,
rattling
affair villi be the best
1
Kinkle will return to Las Vegas,
begin at 9 o'clock. Springfield for his opponent.
the big event
this county.'
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InteresVald on Time Deposits
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MIND YOUIL SAVINGS'
ui "Take care of the pennies and the dollars will take
care of themselves" is just as trite now as evef.j2You
' can't 'mind your savings' ' by tucking: them away injsome
" obscure corner.
What is needed is
t

1

A SAVINGS DANK
( INTEREST

Irr'

like this one. It's at your disposal to deposit either'dimes
ixt dollars. The savingrs habit leads on and up to the pal- -'
"ace of wealthdom.
The'habit grows'andlthe'sensation is
one.
'pleasing:

i

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
. t,

j'

.
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Estray Advertisement
Notice ta hereby given to whom it
may concern, that the following de- scnoeo estray animal was taken up by
Fred Valdez, Cimarron, N. M.
one bay colt. 700 lbs, 14
nanas.
e
ur&naed
1
On left shoulder
I
.
"
Rlrt animal k.- .Board, unless claimed bj owner on ir
before Oct. 5. 19,11. said date
being 10
aiter mat appearance of this
said
will be sold
br this Board for eeiray
the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albnouerana. N. M
1st pub. Sept 14, last pub.
Sept 25, 11
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Eslrsy Advertisement
tstray
Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it
Notice U hereby tf.vea to whom it
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de- nay concern that ibe following
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up b F. 11. estray animal waa taken up by scribed estray animal was taken
M.
N.
SantaJlTe,
up by
Jones,
John W. Dovidhizar, East Las Vegas,
J. S. Hately. Silver City, N. M.
One wkfte yearling filly.
N. M.
One sorrel horse, 2 years
Branded
l"""
One sorrel horse, 8 years
old, 650 lbs.
On
)
shoTrfder
left
550
years old,
lbs., four foot four in'
On left shoulder
Said .animal being unknown, to ibis
ches high.
Branded
Board, unless cinlmed by owner oa or
""
Branded
before Oct. 14, 1911, said date being 10
Said animal being unknown to Uus
On left hip
Said animal being unknown 10 "uiis day .fter last appearance of this ad- Board, unless claimed by owner on or
said estray will be sold before Oct.
Board, unless claimed by owner on 01 vertisement
14, 1911, said date being 10
by this Board tor the benefit of tbe
before Oct 5, 1911, said date being 10 ownet when found.
days after last appearance of this addays after last appearance of this adCATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
vertisement said estray will be soid
vertisement said estray will be sold
Alboquerqun, N. M.
by this Board for the benefit of th
tr tbls Board for the benefit of the 1st. pub. Sept. 23, last pub. Oct. 4,1911. owner when found.
KATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVEft
,
cwner wben found.
CATTLF 8ANITARY BOARD,
Estray Advertisement
, TI8EMENTS
Notice I hereby given to whom it
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Estray Advertisement
Flva cents per line each Insertion.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de11.
N.
Albuquerque,
Estimate six ordinary words to
may concern that tbe following de- 1st. pub. Sept 23, last pub. Oct 4,1911.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
1st pub. Sept 14, last pub. Sept. 23, '11 scribed
line. No ad to occupy lese space than Chas. W Bennett Moriarty. N. M.
estray animal was taken up by
Romon Somoro, Las Vegas, N. M.
,
One stallion horse, cream
tve linos. All advertisements charg.
Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
One dark horse.
Notice is hereby given to whom It
d will bo booked at apaco actually colored. 3 to 6 years, 500 lbs., 12
Bands
Notice is nereby given to wbom it
V may concern
that the following deBranded
without regard to number of
r
scribed estray animal was taken np by
concern
that
the
may
de
On
left
following
hip
werdt. Cash in advance preferred.
On right shoulder
J. S. Hately, Sliver City, N. M.
yU scribed estray animal was taken up by
Branded
7
One brown mare with colt
Ear
mark
W. p. Blevins, Lincoln. N. M.
'A
On left hip
"
ST
15 years, 850 lbs.
about
One black horse, 16 years,
.
.
ShM animal
Said animal belnc unknown to rhi
Branded
mm
Koard, unless claimed by owner on or 725 lbs..
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Oct 5. 1911. said rtat
Branded
On left hip
m
before Oct. 14, 1911. said date being 10
On left hip
day after last appearance o this adBranded
days after last appearance of this advertisement said eatrar
h
I I
said
vertisement,
On left Jaw
Said
will
sold
animal
be
being
estray
unknown
,
to
tnas
by this Board for the benefit of
this Board for the benefit of the
the Board, unloss claimed
by
Said animal being unknown to this
miner when found.
by owner oo or owner when found.
loard, unless claimed by owner on or
TATTLF SANITARY BOARD.
before Oct. 5, 1911, said date beln 10
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
before Oct. 14, 1911, said date being 10
Albnanrnnav w m
days after last appearance of thu art
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Sept 14, last pub.
25, '11 vertisement, said estray will be sclil 1st. pub. Sept. 23, last pub. Oct 4.1911. days after last appearance of this adSept
Optic'e Number, Main 2.
vertisement said estray will he sold
by this Board. for the benefit of th
bv this Board for the benefit of the
Estray Advertisement
owner when found.
Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby riven to whom it owner wben found.
Notice is hereby given to whom It
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
may concern that the fnlinwin
may concern that the following deAlbuquerque, N. M.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Albuquerque, N, M scribed
estlay animal was taken np by 1st. pub. Sept 23, last pub. Oct 4,1911.
1st pub. Sept 14, last pub. Sept. 25, '11 F. M. Jones,
WANTED Your modern houses to aDor raaina, Bell,' N. M.
Santa Fe, N. M.
One light red white
rent Cutler Bros.
One roan mare, about 14
cow, 6 or 7 - years old, 800 lbs.. 50
Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
hands.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
inches.
is
whom
Notice
to
hereby given
On left hip
WANTED Good woman, preferably
may concern that the following deBranded
'
' '"
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Branded
On left shoulder
with husband or eon, for general
Desiderlo PIna, Jaroles, N. M.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
housework, out of town Call 821
One dark gray horse,
M.
N.
Santa
Perfeto
Rosa,
Salas,
Eleventh street
On left hip
Ear mark
1
One black horse, 7 or
j , j about 700 lbs., 60 inches.
Said animal being unknown to this
auiiuai j h n O -iinirntrii
" M VVn IU1B years, 710 lbs., 5 hands. 7
Branded
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
WANTED TO RENT A furnished Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Branded
On left hip
Oct.
o
tefore
14,
1nt
0.
1311.
On
shoulder
1911,
said
left
said
holnr
date being 10
uci. .
in
house, or four furnished rooms, for A
IV
'
"'"O
uaj-wier
last
adappearance
after
of
this
last
days
adanimal being unknown to tbls
Said
appearance
of
this
must
be modern and vertisement said
housekeeping,
Branded
estray will be sold
vertisement, said estray will be sold Board, unless claimed by owner on or
On left hip
reasonable; by permanent, reliable by this Board for the benefit f ih.
by this Board for the benefit of the before Oct 14, 1911, said date being 10
renter; not health seekers. Ad uwuer wnen round.
Said animal being unknown to ici owner when found.
days after last appearance of this adCATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
dress I M. K, care Optic.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
vertisement said estray will be sold
Foard, unless claimed by owner on or
AlbuQuernna. v m
Albuquerque, N. M.
by this Board tor the benefit of the
1st pub. Sept 14, last pub.
10
Oct.
before
1911,
said
5,
date
1st.
being
'11
pub.
23,
25,
Sept.
last .pub. Oct. 4, 1911. owner when found.
Sept.
WANTED Pay or board at Btart,
days after last appearance of this ad
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
learn trade, automobiles, electricity.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
Albuquerque, N. M.
Advertisement
Estray
Advertisement
Estray
actual
plumbing; bricklaying
by
this Board for the benefit of the . Notice ta hereby given to whom It 1st. pub. Sept. 23, last pub. Oct. 4,1911.
by
Notice
is
hereby given to whom it
work on Jobs. Only few months re
may concent that the following de
Owner when found.
quired and no apprentice drudgery; may concern that the following de- - , CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Estray Advertisement
scribed
estray animal was taken up bv
Luiz Padilla, Villanueva, N. M.
200 students last year.
Catalogue
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
Albuquerque. N. M
M. G. Keenan. SnrlnirAr m
r
free.
One red mare, 9 or 10
United Trade School, Los
1st pub. Sept 14, last pub. Sept. 25, '11
may concern that the following de- One small bay horse.
years old, 400 lbs., about 5 feet.
Angeles, California.
Branded
'scribed estray animal was taken up by
On left shoulder
oruiiueu
arn Vicente A. Gomez, Roy, N. M.
Estray Advertisement
On left hip
Notice is hereby given to whom It
One dark red cow, 7
I
On left hip
oaia animal being unknown to this
may concern that, tbe following de
500 lbs..
about
old,
years
Said animal being unknown to this scribed estray animal was taken up by Board, unless claimed by owner on or
OR SALE 700 head of
sheep, Ra-Branded
Oct. 14, 1911, said date being 10
before
fa el Gallegos.
Heard, unless claimed by owner on or Ii A. Chandler, Cimarron, N. M
On right hip
days after last appearance of this adbefore Oct 5, 1911, said date being 10
One gray horse 16 years vertisement said
Branded
will
sold
be
stray
:tor SALE Eight pigs, assorted flays after laat appearance of this ad old, 900 libs.,, ViV hands.
by this Board for the benefit of the
On right ribs
Branded
owner when found.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
sizes.
S. Powers. .
Branded
On
left
shoulder
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
by this Board for the benefit of the
On right shoulder
owner when found.
Albuquerque, N. M.
KOFI SALE
150 head of cattle.
See
Branded
1st. pub. Sept. 23, last pub. Oct. 4,1911.
Branded
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
l
On left hip
-- Filadelfo
Baca, Old Town.
On left ribs
Said animal being unknown to iiu
Albuquerque, N. M
FOR SALE Good gentle torso and 1st pub. Sept 14, last pub. Sept. 25, '11 Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Ear mark
Estray Advertisement
before Oct 5, 1911, said date being 10
Notice la hereby given to whom It
surry. Inquire. 120 Grand avenue.
Said animal being unknown to this
Estray Advertisement
days after last appearance of this ad may concern that the following de-Notice
is
unless claimed by owner on or
will
sold
said
to
be
whom
it
was
Board,
a.imeu
hereby
vertlsemeat,
animal
given
estray
taken
estray
up
by
FOR SALE Or will trade for real
may ; concern that the following de- by this Board for tbe benefit of the .man t,ucero y viuanueva. Villanueva, before Oct. 14, 1911, said date being 10
estate,' one 30 H. P. 5 passenger
N. M.
scribed estray animal was taken up by owner when found.
days after last apepavance of this ad
auto. Inquire M., Optic.
One red mare, 4 t 5 years vertisement said estray will be sold
Fred Valdez, Cimarron, N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
t:
old, 350 lbs., 4
feet
One black and white spot
by this Board for the benefit of the
Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE Legal blank of ail deBranded
ted noroe, 900 lbs., 15 hands.
1st pub. Sept 14, last pub. Sept. 25, '11
owner
when found.
scriptions. Notary seals and rec
Branded
j - On left hip
F"i
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
On left hip
ords at The Optio office.
I,
Estray Advertisement
f.T
SaM alM.I -l
Said animal belnc
Albuquerque, N. M.
uoias uumown u tms
Notice hi nereby given to whom It Board, unless claimed Unknown tnn thi. 1st
23, last pub. Oct. 4,1911
pub.
by
Sept
osmp
unless
Board,
claimed
owner
deon
or
concern
by
may
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
.that the following
before Oct. 14, 1911, said date befnir lO
before Oct 6. 1911. said date heine in scribed estray animal was taken up by
aaye
after last appearance of this ad- H. H. Harrington, HlUsboro, N. M.
; FOR SALE
At once. Mission dining days after last appearance of this adsaid estray will be sold
rtement.
One
mottled
red
face
cow,
said
vertisement,
will
Diarrhoea is always more or less
be sold
estray
by this Board for the benefit of the
room table, buffet six chairs, Mis-- :
old.
years
by. this Board for the benefit of the
prevalent during September. Be pre
vwuer wnen ronnd.
Branded
sion library, table, couch, three
Colic,
pared for it Chamberlain's
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
On left shoulder,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy is
rocking chairs, pedestal, hall rack,
AlbamtAi-nnM M
CATTLE
SANITARY
BOARD.
1st. pub. Sept 23, last pub. Oct
white maple kitchen cabinet, kit-- t
prompt and effectual. It can always
4,191. be
Albuquerque, N. M.
depended upon and is pleasant to
Ear mark
chen table, linoleum. Inquire 1004
1st pub. Sept 14, last pub. Sept 25, '11
take. For sale by all druggists.
321.
Main
street
Telephone
Eighth
Said animal being unknown to tnis
,
unless claimed by owner on or
Before You Reach the Limit
Board;
Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom
of physical endurance and while your
Notice is hereby given to whom it oeiore Oct. 5, 1911. said date being 10
aays after last appearance of this ad
condition is still curable, take Foley
may concern that the following de vertisement said estray will be sold may concern that the following de Kidney Pills. Their quick action and
scribed
room
animal
was
estray
taken up by positive results will delight yon. For
scribed estray animal was taken np by by this Board for the benefit of the
FOR RENT A new modern five
Jose T. Chaves, Casa Salazar. N. M backache, nervousness, rheumatism,
owner when found.
brick cottage. Inquire 90 Third St. M. G. Keenan, Springer, N. M. .
CATTLE SANITARY " BOARD.
t:
One gray horse. 2 years. and art kidney, bladder and urinary
One roan mare, 9 or 10
M.
N.
troubles. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Altaaaerane.
13
4uo
hands.
750
'
lbs.,
13
hands.
years,
lbs.,
1st pub. Sept 14, last- - pnb. Sept. 25, '11
Cross Drug Co.
'
Branded
Branded
.
On left shoulder
On left Bhoulder
,
A Great AdvanUae to Worklnamen
a
have
I
PASTURE
"HORSES TO
Digestion and Assimilation
J.
A
125
Steuben7th
not the
It
Maple,
is
S.,
of food taken
lot of good alfalfa pasture on Mora
Branded
I but the amountquantity
1
On left hip
and assimilville,
O., says: "For years I suffered
digested
Address
month.
On left hip
road, $2.00 per
ated
rrom weak kidneys and a severe blad
and vitality
-- uiuwM
that
gives
strength
unmnown
to
this
ixuog
Johnson, box 11, B. Las
Said animal being unknown to this der trouble. I learned of Foley Kid
Hairy
Board, unless claimed by owner on or to the system. Chamberlain's Stomach
and Liver Tablets invigorate the stom-forBoard, unless claimed by owner on or ney Pills and their wonderful cures so before Oct. 14, 1911, said
Vegas.
date
Id
I
being
their functions naturally. For
and
sure
them
began
taking
enough
before Oct 5, 1911. said date being 10
i nad as good results as anr I heard days after last appearance of this ad
days after last appearance of this ad- about
My backache left me and to vertisement said estray will be sold
vertisement, said estray will be sold one of my
business, expressman, that by this Board for the benefit of the
by this Board for the benefit of the aione is a great advantage. My kid owner when
LOCAL TIME CiSD
found.
Call
at
fob.
watch
Gold
owner
found.
FOUND
when
neys acted free and normal, and that
CATTLE
SANITARY
BOARD,
saved me a lot of misery. It is now
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Rosenthal Furniture etore.
a pleasure to work where it used to
Albuquerque, N. M,
WEST BOUND
Albuquerque, N. M.
be a misery. Foley Kidney Pills have before Oct. 14, 1911, said date beinglo
1st pub. Sept i4, last pub. Sept. 25, 'll cured me and have
- TUN
Arrive
my highest
No. 1
1:50 P. M.
praise." O. O. Schaefer and Red
Ctosr Drug Co.
Ne. t
8:15 A M.
Estray Advertisement
Advertisement
Estray
Notice is hereby given to whom it
No. 7
5:15 P. M.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following deCommon Colds Must be Taken
:
No. 9
(:35 P. M.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
concern
that
the following de
may
Seriously
Depart
H. T. Miller, Hollene, N. M.
For unless cured they sap the vitality scribed estray animal was taken up by
No. 1
3 years and lower
about
1:10 P. M.
One
heifer,
more
to
vital
resistance
the
1
TKa
f
b
Alberto Silva, San Acacia, N. M.
old, about 600 lbs.
No.
6:10 A. M.
serious infection. Protect your chilOne red horse, about 8 No.
Branded
dren nnd yourself by the prompt use
5:40 P. M.
On left ribs
feet. ,
of Fo'ey's Honey and Tar Compound years, old, 450 lbs., 4
No.
7:00 P. M,
Branded
Branded
and nnt its quick and decisive results.
On left hip
For coughs, colds, croup, whooping
On left hip
EAST BOUND
cou eli bronchitis and affections of the
Said animal being unknown to this
Arrive
Ear mark
throat, chest and lungs it is an ever
ready and valuable remedy. O. G. Board, unless claimed bv owner on or No. a
l:io P. M.
and Red Cross Drug Co.
Said animal being unknown to this Seha-f'- ?''
11:10 P. M.
before Oct. 14, 1911, said date being 10 No. 4
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
1:1$ A M.
df;ys after last appearance of this ad- No. 8
For bowel complaints in children before Oct 5, 1911, said date being 10
As isually treated, a sprained anNo. 10
1:45
sold
P. K.
said
will
be
vertisement
estray
11
always give Chamberlain's Colic, Chol- days after last appearance of this ad- kle
disable a man for three or
era and Diarrhoea Remedy and castor vertisement, said estray will be Bold four 'eks. but
Chamber-laln- 'f by this Board for the benefit of the
Depart
by
applying
oil. It is certain to effect a cure and
r iniment
No. 2
by this Board for the benefit of the
:15 P. M.
freely as soon as the owner when found.
when reduced with water and sweeten-- o owner when found.
Is received, and observing the
Injur
.CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
No. 4
11:20 P. M.
is pleasant to take. No physician
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
dlrec nns with each bottle, a cure can
can prescribe a better remedy. For
Albuquerque, N. M. No. 8
l:ts A M.
be e'
in from two to four days.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. Sept. 23, last nub. Oct. 4,1911. No, 10
'
Kale by all druggists.
1:19 P. M.
1st pub. Sept 14, last pub. Sept 25, '11 For
'e by all druggists.

56e Optic
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BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first

.

.

1,

PYTHIAS Meets MODERN WOODMEN 0 AMERICA
iu'eet ii Ate forest
f brotherlr
every Monday evelove at the Fraternal Brotherhood
In
Castle
hall.
ning
hall, on the secoiid ard fourth FriVladting Knights are
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay,
invited.
cordially
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. VisitChas. E. Liebech- ...
ing neighbors are especially welcome
and cordially invited.
Commander. Harrr
Martin, Keeper of
Records and Seal.
DENTISTS.
1

iSfSfifc&f

NOj

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

and third Wednesdays of each Suite
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. M.; W. A.
Qivene, Secretary.
Visiting members cordially Invited.

4,

DENTI8T
Crockett Building. Has phones
at office and residence.

ATTORNEYS

Geo. H. Hunker
Chester A. Hunker
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
NO
102 Meets every Monday night at
HUNKLR & HUNKER
their hall In the Schmidt building,
Attorneys at Law
west of Fountain Square, at eight Las Vegas
New Mexico
o'clock. Visiting members are cordially welcome. E. E. Gehrlag, presiMASSAGE
dent; Mr. Emma D. Burks, SecreC.
Treasurer.
tary;
Pally,
MRS. OLL1B SHEARER
Masseuse and Midwife
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545, Residence Phone....
Main 30
I. Oi of B. B. Meets every first Tues- Massage Parlor Phone
Vegas 75
In Las Vegas Thursdays, Fridays
day of the month In the vestry
rooms of Temple Monteflore at4 8 and Saturdays. '
'
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
cordially invited. ' Isaac AppeL
Foley's Kidney Remedy (Liquid)
President; Charles Greenclay, Seo- is a great medicine of proven value
.
retary.
for both acute and chronic kidney
and bladder ailments. It is especialRED MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth- ly recommended to elderly people for
erhood hall the sleep of h fourth Its wonderful tonic and reconstructive
and the permanent relief
Thursday of each month, eighth qualities,
and comfort It gives them.
O. G.
thirtieth breath. Vtettlng Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
run,
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ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom amonw
n
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular
thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to some-on- e
who reads the ads. in! this newspaper and would
never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper,
want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for)!books, automobiles
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instruments.
...
As the classified ads. are read by all possible
buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders'of the
'
best markets!
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KNIQHT8 TEMPLAR Rg
Tses-'
Condon, Secreuo'
yk alar conclave second
day la each month at
D F. O.
A!ee: lii . and inird TuesTemple at 7:80 p. m.
Boucher, S. C; Chas. Temme, Rel
'ituuiu, at
day evtnii:
corder.
brotui.-uo.w- u
u.. Vislunf
H' others coidiuil, wiv:.ej i0 atteaa
LAS
VEGAS
CHAPTER NO. 3,
fc.
b.( P. Mciruirat. t'Vai;-iiROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
Ward,
Secretary.
convocation first Monday
in each month at Ma.
S. COUNCl.
sonic Temple, at 7:10 p. KNIGHTS Cr CJLUH-S'NO. 804 Ucets second and fourth
m. J. A Rotledge,
Thursday in O. R. C ball, Pioneet
Chas. H. Bporleder,
building. Visiting memoers are cor
secretary.
dially invited. W. R Tipton, Q. K.
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. .
Meets first and third Fri- I. O. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE
H'J.
1. Meets every Monday
days la Masonic Temple. Mrs.
evening i
their hall on Sixth street. Ail Uu-in-g
Agnes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron;
brethren cordially invited to atThomas B, Bowen, Worthy Patron;
tend. Carl Carl Wertz, N, G.; a
Mrs. Minerva A Howell, Secretary.
T. Rogers. V. G.; T. M. Elwooo.
Phone Main 831, 781 Fourth street
Secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer
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Ohio?"

This was certainly coming after ma
a vengeance, and I stole one
quick glance at the girl's face. It
was devoid of suspicion, merely evinc
ing a polite Interest
"I have the honor of commanding
tho Sixth Artillery Regiment from that
BUte."
Ton must pardon me, Colonel, for
my aeemlng lnqulsltlveness," and her
eyes sparkled with demure mischief.
"Tet I cannot quite understand. I waa
at school ln Connecticut with a Miss
Curran whose father was an officer of
artillery from Ohio, and, naturally, I
at once thought of her when the
Major, pronounced your name;, yet it
certainly cannot be yon you are al
together too young, for Myrtle must
be eighteen."
,
I laughed, decidedly relived from
what I feared might prove a most
"I Am, Meet Araaredly, Colonel Cur awkward situation.
"Well.' yes, Miss Minor, I am inran."
deed somewhat youthful to be Myrtle's
ah already belonged to another. I father.", I said at a venture, "but I
could, I believe, tear her image from might serve as her - brother,
you
my memory; bat while I yet doubted know, and not stretch the point of age
(and ln spite of all I had heard I
doubted still), no desperate case
She clasped her hands on my arm
should ever prevent my seeking her v. llh a
gest ure of delight
with all the mad ardor of love, no
I knew Myrtle
"Oh, I am so
falntness of heart should Intervene had a brother, butglad;
never heard he also
between us. That she was present 1 was. ln the
Did you know,
knew from those chance words over Coinnel, she army.,
was
to come
heard ln the chimney, and my one down here with meIntending
when I returned
deep hope ever since I donned that .South, at the close of our school
Federal uniform and ventured down
but. from some cause was disthe stairs (a hope most oddly mingled yar,
How delighted she would
appointed.
with dread) was that we might in IiEve been to meet
you! I shall cersome manner be brought together. 1 tain'- write
and tell her what a
was yet vainly seeking a glimpse of
romantic time we had toher among the many who circled past, splendidly
gether. You look so much like Myrtle
when I was suddenly recalled to the I wonder I failed to
at
recognize you
extreme delicacy of my situation by once."
'
the deep voice of the Major asking me
She was rattling on without afforda direct question:
ing me the slightest opportunity to
"Do you ever dance. Colonel?"
slip in a word explanatory,' when her
Exactly what I may have replied I glance chanced to fall upon some one
know not, but it was evidently trans- who was
approaching us through the
lated as an affirmative, for in another throng.
v
moment I was being piloted down the
"Oh,vby the way, Colonel, there is
side of the long room, while he gos- another
of Myrtle's old schoolmates
siped ln my rather inattentive ear.
a most Intimate
present
"As you have doubtless remarked.
friend, Indeed, who would snever forwe
are
Colonel,
extremely fortunate give me if I permitted you to go
in our ladies
By Jove, they without meeting her."
would grace an inauguration ball at
She drew me back hastily.'
Washington. So many officers' wives
"Edith," she said, touching ghe
have Joined us lately, supposing we sleeve
of a young woman who was
would make permanent camp here, slowly
"Edith, wait Just a moand besides there are more loyal fam-- ment, pasaing,
dear; this is Colonel Curran
Hies in this neighborhood than we
Myrtle Curran's brother, you know.
find usually. At least their loyalty Colonel Curran, Mrs.
Brennan."
is quite apparent while we remain.
Then the General Hospital nurses are
CHAPTER XVI.
not especially busy, no battle lately,
you know, and there are some
The Woman I Loved.
deuced pretty girls among them. Ball'
The crucial moment had arrived,
room looks nice, don't you think?"
and I think my heart actually stop;
"Extremely well; the. decorations ped beating as I stood gazing helplessare ln most excellent taste."
I saw her eyes
ly into her face.
"Entirely the work of the staff. open wide ln astonished recognition,
Great pityvso many were compelled to and then a deep flush swept over
be absent, but a soldier can never throat and cheek. For the instant I
tell. Here upon special duty, Colonel?" believed she would not speak, or that
"I brought despatches from the she would give way to her excitement
President to Qeneral Sheridan."
and betray everything. I durst give
"Wish you might remain wjth us Hp signal of warning, for there exlour command, 1
isted no tie between us to warrant
permanently.
is not connected with our East-earmy expecting any consideration from
'
army?"
her. It was an instant so tense that
"No, with Thomas in the Cumber her silence seemed like a blow. Tet
land."
it was only an instant Then her
"Ah, yes; had some very pretty eyes smiled Into mine most frankly,
fighting out there, I understand oh, and her hand was extended. "I am more than delighted to meet
pardon me. Miss Minor, permit me
to present to you Colonel Curran, of you, Colonel Curran," she said calmly,
General Halleck's staff. The Colonel, although I could feel her lips tremble
I believe, is as able a dancer as he ia to the words, while the fingers I held
a soldier, and no higher compliment were like ice. "Myrtle was one of
to his abilities could possibly be paid. my dearest friends, and she chanced
Miss Minor, ColoDel, Is a native Vir to be ln my mind even as we met
g!nian who is present under protest, That web why," she added, turning
hoping doubtless to capture some toward ivfiss Minor, as though she felt
young officer, and thus weaken the her momentary agitation had not
enemy,"
passed unobserved, "1 was so surI bowed pleasantly to the bright- - prised when you first presented
eyed young woman facing me, and not Colonel Curran."
,
"I confess to having felt strangely
sorry to escape the Major's
at once begged for the re myself," returned the other, archly,
mainder of the waltz. The , request "although I believe I concealed my
was laughingly granted, and in anoth feelings far better than you did, Edith.
er moment we were threading our way Really, I thought you were going to
amid the numerous couples upon the faint. It must be that Colonel Curran
floor. She proved - so delightful a exercises some strange occult infludancer that T simply yielded myself ence over the weaker sex. Perhaps
up to full enjoyment of the measure. he is the seventh son of a seventh
and conversation lapsed, until a sud- son; are you, Colonel? However,
den cessation of the music left us dear, I am safe for the present from
stranded so close to the fireplace that his mysterious spell, and you will be
the very sight of it brought a vivid compelled to face the danger alone, as
realization of my perilous position. If here comes Lieutenant Hammersmith
It had not, my companion's chance to claim the dance I've promised
remark most assuredly would.
him."
"How easily you waltz!" Bhe said
Before Mrs. Brennan could interenthusiastically, her sparkling eyes fere, the laughing girl had placed her
and flushed cheeks testifying to her hand on the Lieutenant's blue sleeve,
keen enjoyment "So many find me and, with a mocking good-by- e
flung
difficult to keep step with that I have backward over her shoulder, vanished
of
the
fearful
become
in the crowd, leaving us standing
venturing upon
floor with a stranger.
However, I there alone.
shall always be glad to give you a
The lady waited ln much apparent Incharacter to any of my friends."
difference, gently tapping the floor
"I sincerely thank you," I returned with her neatly shod foot
"Would you be exceedingly angry
ln the same spirit, "and I can certainly return the compliment most If I were to ask you to dance?" I
heartily. It is so long since I was luestioned, stealing surreptitiously a
privileged to dance with a lady that glance at her proudly averted face.
I confess to having felt decidedly
"Angry? Most assuredly not" in
awkward at the start but your step apparent surprise. "Yet I trust you
proved so accommodating that I be will not ask me. I have, been upon
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CHAPTER XIV.
the garb of
an absent officer ofFinding
the Union artillery,
Wayne penetrates to the ballroom, where
a social army function is in
and pretends to be Col. Curran ofprogress,
Ohio.
CHAPTER XV.-T- he
disguised scout Is
Introduced to a Miss Miner. She knows
the Curran family and Wayne barely escapes being unmasked. Edith Brennan
appears on the scene.

CHAPTER XVT. Mrs. Brennan recognizes Wayne. She having been led to believe that he had been sent away, learns
of the treachery of Maj. Brennan and
ays she will save him.
(Continued From Saturday)

For a moment, as I responded to
the hearty cordiality of his welcome,
I was enabled to take my first glance
at the ballroom, and found It to my

n

unaccustomed soldier eyes an Inspiring spectacle. The room was magnificently large, a surprising apartment.
Indeed, even ln so superb a Southern
home as this had evidently been, and
its proportions were magnified by
from
numerous mirrors extending
floor to ceiling, causing the more
'distant dancers to appear circling in
apace. ' Brilliantly illumined by means
of hanging chandeliers that oscillated
slightly to the merry feet; decorated
lavishly everywhere with, festooned
flags and tastefully arranged munitions of war; gay with the dress uni.
forms of the men and the handsome
gowns of the women, it composed a
scene so different from any I had
looked upon in years as to hold me
The constant clatter of
fascinated.
tongues, the merry laughter, the flash-in- g
of bright eyes, and the gleam of
d
nowy shoulders, the
various
as
the
caught
irepartees
u
nun;,
circle
past,
swiruy
couples
musical gilding of flying feet over the
.waxen floor, the continuous whirl of
over aU
the intoxicating waltz, and
strains of Strauss,
Ithe inspiring
icaused my heart to bound, and
with it an insane desire to
good-humore-

brought

(participate.
Tet gazing, entranced, upon the animated scene, and feeling deeply the
Intoxication of the moment, my eyes
happy
were eagerly searching thatwoman
s
Hhrong for sight of one fair
oth-oace. Strange as it must seem to
in spite of the fact that to meet
death
ther might mean betrayal and destruo-itiflay! might even result in the
of an army in my weakness Itnr Inst SUCh a hSOi
that I must again
indeed,
pening; felt,
have speech with her, before
see her,
. m
tntn th manifold
I went iurm
It was fool.
the
night.
of
idangers
truth,-- yet
in
very
insanity
haVdiness
of
such was the secret yearningonce
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came at "once at nome, and enjoyed"
the waits Immensely. I fall to discover any seats ln the ' room, or I
should endeavor to find one vacant
for you."
"Oh, I am not ln the least tired.'
She was looking at me with so deep
an expression of interest in her eyes
that I dimly wondered at it.
"Did I understand rightly." she
asked, playing Idly with, her fan.
hat Major Monsoon introduced you
to me aa Colonel Curran of General
Halleck's staff?"
What the deuce am I up against
now? I thought, and my heart beat
Quickly. Tet retreat waa impossible,
and I answered with assumed care
lessness:
"I am, most assuredly, Colonel Curran."
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rs here I should
"If there were!
venture to ask ev
greater favo-rM
it to sit out this
that you would -et with me.'
lifted her eves
She turned slig
1
Inquiringly to mi: kt3,j
lightened
No doubt we might discover seats
without difficulty in the anteroom,"
he answered, indicating the direction
by a glance. "There do not appear to
be many 'sitters' at this ball, and the
few who do are not crowded."
The apartment contained, as she
prophesied, but few occupants, and I
conducted her to the farther end of
it, where we found a comfortable
divan and no troublesome neighbors.
As I glanced at ber now, I marked
a distinct change ln her face. The
old indlff erenee, so well ' assumed
while we were in the presence of
others, had utterly vanished as by
magic, and she sat looking at me in
anxious yet Impetuous questioning.
"Captain Wayne," she exclaimed,
ber eyes never once leaving my face,
"what doe this mean? this masquerade? this wearing of the Federal uniform? this taking of another's name?
this being here at all?"
..
"It I should say that I came hoping
to see you again," I answered, scarce
knowing how best to proceed or how
far to put confidence ln her, "what
would you think T" u: .
"If that is true, that you were extremely foolish to take such a risk for
so small a reward," she returned calmly, '"Nor, under these circumstances,
would I remain here so much as a
moment to encourage you.' But It is
not true. 'This la ao light' act; your
very Ufa must lie in the balance, or
you could never assume such risk."
"I would trust you gladly with my
life or my honor," I replied soberly.
"If I had less faith In you I should
not be here now. I understand that
I am condemned to be shot as a Spy
at daybreak."
"Shot? On what authority? Who
told you?"
"On the order of General Sheridan.
My informant was Lieutenant Caton,
of his staff."
"Shot? As a spy? Why, It surely
cannot be! Prank said
Captain
Wayne, believe me, I knew absolutely nothing of all this. Do you think
I should ever have rested if I had
dreamed that you were hejd under so
false a charge? I promised you I
would see General Sheridan on your
behalf. Prank " she bit her Up impatiently "I was told, that is, I was
led to believe that you were had been
sent North as a prisoner of war late
last night. Otherwise I should have
Insisted upon seeing you on pleading your cause with the General him
self. The major and I breakfasted with
him this morning, but your name was
not mentioned, for I believed you
safe."
She did not appear to realize, so
deep was her present indignation and
regret, that my hand bad found a rest
ing place upon her own.
"You must believe
me,' Captain
Wayne; I could not bear to have you
feel that I could prove such an
--
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own esse, and ln response to my Individual sense of honor."
fnave you 10'rmuialed any plan?"
she asked quickly, and her rising color
made me feel that she had deciphered
my struggle ln my eye.
"Only to walk out under protection of this uniform, and when once
safe in the open to trust that same
good fortune which has thus far befriended me." ' She shook her bead doubtfully, and
stood a moment ln silence, looking
thoughtfully at the moving figures ln
-

the room beyond.
"I fear it cannot be done without
arousing suspicion," she said at last,
slowly. "I chance to know there are
unusual precautions balng taken tonight, and the entire camp Is doubly
patrolled. Even this house has a
cordon of guards about it but for
what reason I have not learned. No,"
she spoke decisively, "there is no outer way. Captain Wayne, I am going
to try to save you tonight but ln doing
so I must trust my reputation ln your
keeping."
"I will protect It with my life."
"Protect it with your silence, rather.
I know you to be a gentleman, or I
should never attempt to carry out the
only means of escape which seems at
all feasible. Discovery, would place
me in an extremely embarrassing position,' and I must rely upon you to protect me from such a possibility."
"I beg you," I began, "do not compromise yourself In any way for my
sake." .;,.,;,,.....
.V:
"But I am myself already deeply- - Involved ln this; she interrupted, "and
I could retain no peace of mind were
I to do otherwise. Now listen. Make
your way back to the ballroom, and
in fifteen minutes from now be engaged ln conversation with General
Carlton near the main entrance. 1
shall Join you there, and you will take
your cue from me. You understand T"
"Perfectly, but"
"There is no but,' Captain Wayne,
'
only do not fall me"
Our eyas met for an instant; what
she read in mine God knows ln hers
was determination, with a daring
strange to woman. The next moment
she had vanished through a side door,
and I was alone.
CHAPTER XVII,
Through the Camp of the Enemy.
A glance at my watch told me that
it was already within a few moments
of midnight. There was, however, no
diminution in the festivities, and I
waited in, silence until I heard the
sentries calling the hour, and then
pressed my way back Into the noisy,
was stopped
crowded ballroom.
g
officers whom
twice by
I had met earlier in the evening, but
breaking away from them after the
exchange of a sentence or two, I urged
my course as directly as possible toward where the spectacled brigadier
yet held his post as master of cere
monies.
We had" been conversing pleasantly
for several ' minutes when Mrs. Brennan appeared. Standing so aa to face
the stairs, I saw her first coming
down, and noted that she wore her
hat, and had a light walking-cloathrown over her shoulders. My heart
beat faster as I realized for the
to be my
first time that she Intended
'
companion.
"Oh, General, I am exceedingly glad
to find you yet here,' she exclaimed
as she came up, and extended a neat
ly gloved hand to him. "I have a
favor to ask which I am told you alone
have the authority to grant"
He bowed gallantly.
"I am very sure,' he returned stall-well-meanin-

k

"You need never suppose I Bhould
think that,',' I replied, with an earnest
ness of manner that caused her to
glance at me in surprise. "I confidently expected to hear from you all
day, and finally when no word came
I became convinced some such ; misconception as you have mentioned
must have occurred. Then it became
my turn to act upon my own behalf
if I would preserve my life; yet never
for one moment have I doubted you
or the sincerity of your pledge to
v
me."
She waited quietly while a couple
passed us and sought seats nearer the
door.
"Tell me the entire Btory," she said
;
gently.
As quickly- as possible I reviewed
the salient events which had occurred
since our last meeting. Without denying the presence of Major Brennan
during my stormy meeting with General Sheridan, I did not dwell upon it,
nor mention the personal affray that
had occurred between us. Even had
I not supposed the man to be her
husband I should never have taken
advantage of his treachery to advance
my own cause. Aa I concluded there
was a tear glistening on her long
lashes, but she seemed unconscious
of it and made no attempt to dash
It away.
"You have not told me all," she
commented quietly. "But I can understand and appreciate the reason for
your sllei.ee. I Lnow Frank's impetuosity, and you are very kind, Captain
Wayne, to spare my feelings, but you
must not remain here; every moment
of delay increases your danger. Sheridan and those of his staff who would
surely recognize you were expected
back before this, and may appear at
any moment yet how can you get
away? how is it possible for me to
you?"

There was an eager anxiety in her
face that piqued me. Like most lovers
I choso to give it a wrong interpre-tatlon-.
"You are anxious to be rid of me?"
I asked, ashamed of the words even
as I uttered them.
"That remark is unworthy of you,"
and she arose to her feet almost
haughtily. "My sole thought in this
is the terrible risk you incur ln remaining here."
"Your interest then is personal to
me, may I believe?"
"I am a loyal woman," proudly,
"and would do nothing whatever to
Imperil the cause of by country;
but your condemnation is unjust, and
I am, in a measure, responsible for it.
I assist VOU Pantaln
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"Haiti This Road Is Closed."
Mrs. Brennan will never
request anything which I would not

ingly, "that

gladly yield."
She flashed her eyes brightly into
his face. '
"Mast assuredly not. The fact is,
General, Colonel Curran, with whom I
see you are already acquainted, was
to pass the night at the Major's quarters, and as he has not yet returned,
the duty has naturally devolved upon
me to see our guest safely deposited.
We are at the Mitchell House, you
remember, which is beyond the inner
lines; and while, of course, I have
been furnished with a pass," she held
up the paper for his Inspection, 'and
have been also Instructed as to the
countersign, I fear this will scarcely
suffice for the safe passage of the
Colonel."

The General laughed
evidently pleased with her assumption of military knowledge. t
"Colonel Curran is certainly to be
congratulated upon having found so
charming a guide, madam, and I can
assure you I shall most gladly do my
part toward the success of the expedition. The Major was expected back
before this, I believe?"

CHAPTER

XVIII.

The Reputation of a Woman.
Like a flash occurred to me the on
possible means by which we ml
escape open discovery an instant dli
closure of my supposed rank, con pi
with indignant protest Already,
lievlng me merely some private soldis
straying out of bounds with a woman!
as companion, he bad
of
the
Ieif upon it how calm and reserves thrown camp
himself from the saddle to in--)
she appeared, and yet ber eyes were
Whatever was to be donsj
At vestlgate.
aglow with Intense excitement
must be accomplished quickly, or lfl
the foot of the steps she glanced up would prove all too late. To thlnke
at the dark, projecting roof far above
-

us.

"Do you suppose he can foostibly be
up there yet?" she asked, ln a tone
so low as to be inaudible to the ears
of the sentry.
-in
. "Who?
Bungay
were- elsesurprise,, for
where. "Oh, he was like a cat and
there1 are trees at the rear., Probably be Is safe long ago, or else
a prisoner once more." . v
Beyond the gleam of the uncovered
wladows all was wrapped ln complete
darkness, save that here and there
we could distinguish the dull - red
where the company
glare of camp-fire- s
cooks were yet at work, or some
sentry post had been established. W
turned sharply to the left, and pro
ceeded down a comparatively smooth
road,' which seemed to me to possess
a rock basis, it felt so hard. From
the position of the stars I Judged our
course to be eastward, but the night
was sufficiently obscured to shroud
all objects more than a few yards distant Except for the varied camp
noises on either side of us the eve
ning was oppressively still, and the
air had the late chill of high altitudes
Mrs. Brennan pressed more closely to
me as we passed beyond the narrow,
sone of light and unconsciously we
fell into step together.
A few hundred yards farther a fire
burned redly against a pile of logs.
The forms of several men lay outstretched beside it while a sentry
paced back and forth, ln and out of
the range of light We were almost
upon him before he noted our approach, and in his haste he swung his
musket down from his shoulder until
the point of Its bayonet nearly
touched my breast
"Halt!" he cried sternly, peering at
us ln evident surprise. "Haiti this
road is closed."
"Valley Forge," whispered the girl,
and I noticed how white her face appeared ln the flaming of the fire.
"The word is all right, Miss," returned the fellow, stoutly, yet without lowering his obstructing gun. "But
we cannot pass any one out on the
countersign alone. If you was going
the other way it would answer."
"But we are returning from the officers' ball," she urged anxiously, "and
ere one our way to Major Brennan's
quarters. We have passes."
As she drew the paper from out her
glove one of the men at the fire
sprang to his feet and strode across
the narrow road toward us. He was
smooth of face and boyish looking,
but wore corporal's stripes.
"What is it, Mapes?" be' asked
sharply.
Without waiting an answer he took
the paper she held out and scanned
it rapidly.
"This is all right" be said, handing
it back, and lifting bis cap ln salute.;
You must
"You may pass, madam.
pardon us, but the orders are exceed-- i
Have you a pass,
lngly strict
also, Colonel?" I handed it to him, and.
after a single glance it was returned.
"Pass them, guard," he said curtly, standing aside.
Beyond the radiance of the fire she
broke the silence.
"I shall only be able to go with youi
so far as the summit of the hill yonder, for our quarters are Just to the
right and I could furnish no excuse
for being found beyond that point,"
she said. "Do you know enough of
the country to make the lines of your
army?"
"If this is the Kendallville pike we
are on," I answered, "I have a pretty
clear conception of what lies ahead,
but I should be very glad to know
where I am to look for the outer
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ImtiMi T hAri nnt failad tA
recognize the short, erect figure Which
rode ln front
The woman shuddered, and drew
closer within my protecting shadow.
Then out of the darkness there burst)
a solitary rider, his horse limping aa
if crippled, and would have ridden us
down, had I not flung up one hand
and grasped his bridle-rein- .
what have w
Scott!
"Great
here?" be cried roughly, peering downj
at us. "By all the gods, a woman!
The hand upon my arm clutched me
desperately, and my own heart seemed
to choke back every utterance. The.
voice was Brennan's.
fn 4liBf

good-nigh-

;
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ir worn mat n ne nao no 1
returned by twelve I was to wait for
him no longer, as he should go directly
to his quarters. I find the life of a
soldier to be extremely uncertain."
"We are our country's servants,
madam," he replied proudly, and then
taking out a pad of blank from his
pocket, turned to me.
"May I ask, your full name and
rank. Colonel?"
"Patrick L. Curran, Colonel, Sixth
Ohio Light Artillery."
He write it down rapidly, tore off
the paper, and handed It to me.
"That will take you safely through
our Inner guard lines," he said gravely, "that being as far aa my jurisdicGood-nigColonel;
tion extends.
t
Mrs. Brennan."
We bowed ceremoniously, and the
next moment Mis. Brennan and I
were out upon the steps, breathing
the cool night air. I glanced curiously at her face as the gUam o( light

"Put Down Your Pistol," 8h Ordered
Coldly.

was to act Stepping instantly ln front
of the shrinking girl and facing him,
I said sternly:
"I do not know who you may chance)
to be, air, nor greatly care, yet youn
words and actions Imply an Insult to
this lady which I am little disposed to
overlook. For your Information per
mlt me to state, I am Colonel Curran,
Sixth Ohio Light Artillery, and am
not accustomed to being halted on the
road by every drunken fool who sports
a uniform."
He stopped short in complete bun'
prise, staring at me through the dark
ness, and I doubted not was perfectly able to distinguish the glint of buttons and gleam of braid.
"Your pardon, sir," he ejaculated at
last "I mistook you for some runaway soldier. But I failed to catph
your words; bow did you name yourself?"
"Colonel Curran,' Of
Halleck's staff."
."The bell you are! Curran bad a
full gray beard a month ago."
He took a step forward, and before
I could recover from the first numbing
shock of surprise was peering intently
into my face.
"Damn itl" he cried, tugging
viciously' at a revolver in his belt "1
know that face! You are the measly
Johnny Reb I brought ln day before
yesterday."
Major-Gener-

.

(Continued from Yesterday)
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WOMAN
CURED
By Lydia E. Pinkham's

Vegetable Compound
Ottumwa, Iowa. "For years I was
almost a constant sufferer from female
trouble in all its

dreadful

forms;

shooting pains all.
over my body, sick
headache, spinal
weakness, dizziness.
anof
depression,
everything that was;
horrid. I tried many
doctors in different
parts of the United
States, but Lydia E.

picket"

ttakhanvs Vegeta"There Is one post at the ford over
Compound haa
"I done more for me ble
the White Briar," she
replied.
than all the doctors.
'
to
know
this
because
chance
Major I feel it my duty to tell you these
Brennan selected the station, and re- facts. My heart is full of frratitude to
marked that the stream was so high you for my cure." Mrs. Harriet E.
and rapid as- to be impassable at any W ampler, 524 S. Kansom Streetv'

point for miles. But I regret
this Is as far as my information extends."
I started to. say something what I
hardly know when, almost without
sound of warning, a little squad of
horsemen swept over the brow of the
hill in our front, their forms darkly
outlined against the starlit sky, and
rode down toward us at a sharp trot
I had barely time to swing my companion out of the track when they
clattered by, their heads bent low to
the wind, and seemingly oblivious to
all save the movements ot their
'
leader.
"Sheridan!" I whispered, for even
OvLer

Ottumwa, Iowa.

Consider This Advice.
woman should submit to a surgical operation, which may mean death,
until she has given Lydia E. Pinkham'sv.
Vegetable Compound a fair trial.
This famous medicine, made only
from roots and herbs, has for thirty
years proved to be the mosfc valuable-toni- c
.
and invigorator r f the
Women resi ding in almost
every city and town .a the United
States bear willinpr testimony to the
wonderful virtue of ' .ydia E. Pink-ham- 's
. xund.
Vegetable
JTo

female-organism-

Mrs. iPlnkhaia, at Lynn, Mags..
Invites all sick w men to write

herforadvice. JIr advice is free,
confidential and always helpful.

.

LAS VEGAS

f
For Grape Jjrice or Jelly
Now is Your Chance

Isn't that draft beer
Opera Bar?

fine at the

AND

kALUPE

at

40c per Basket
AT
THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

.

ing" to population. The districts seand
lected their candidates and reported
to the convention the names of the
men they had selected, after which
they were voted upon by the convention.
Following the business of the day,
a number of speechus were made. O.
A. Larraiolo, the new recruit in the
ranks of the part and one of the
delegates chosen, to attend the state
If you are enough interconvention, was enthusiastically applauded when he addressed the asested in fine clothes to ensemblage in Spanish.
Charles A. 6 pi ess made anadldress
joy looking at them we
in which he declared that he came
want yon to know we are
before the convention asking nothing. He desired no office but wished
enough interested to enjoy
to thank the republicans of the
county for the strong support they
showing them. And say:
Mr.
had Eiven - him In the past
We've got them to i show
Spiess said he would always be at 1
the call of the republicans of San
too. The new fall weaves, colors and patterns. The new
Miguel county should they or their
party desire his aid.. Mr.
Spiess
models and smart fashions from Hart, Schaffner & Marx.
ended with an eloquent and logical
appeal to the voters to defeat the
Just in. Just opened up for your inspection...;
amendment provision which will be
voted upon on "the little blue bal1
lot" at the first state election. Mr.
Spiess said that the framers; of the
'
constitution, of whom he was one,
"ASQUARE DEAL"
had desired to maintain inviolable
the rights of the Spanish, speaking
people of New Mexico as guaranteed
(under the treaty of Guadalupe Hi
Should amendment be made
dalgo.
hut we can put you onto
easier those rights might eventually
be taken from them.
the right way to sell goods,
The speech of the next governor.
by
Secundlno Romero, was the most appreciated of the day.
ELECTRIC ADVERTISING
Other prominent republicans ad
were
dressed the meeting
and
roundly cheered.
Let us furnish
an

10

'

Scraoned and L ump Ratoa CerrEJos

J

.

GOAL AND I'JO OB
'
WHOLESALE AtlD RETAIL

Anthracite Coal, all sixes Steam Coal Sawed

Wood and Kindling

ESTABLISHED 1870

The

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building
Sixth Street

i

,

v.--

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

)

Our Pride Flour
Chop

Your Fall

Housecleaning

The First
I Shipment of

Bran

Shorts
Roller Mills

of bother to have
them taken away and
brought back ready
for use." And the
charges are very
small.
Phone Main 81 or
give them to our
driver.

Oysters

u

Has Arrived

Phone Main 131

yv

Regular Shipment
Each Week

You fJeed

3. H. STEARNS
PURE

BARTLETT

THINGS TO EAT

PEARS

A

GREENBERGER

you
Electric sign. Just call us up
and mention Electric Signs
and we will make you a
proposition that will look
good to you.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

Hay ward Co. Store

PINK

BLUE

0 Onior
Son
Perry
Phon:Mo.if 462
507 Sixth Street

We Have Always the Best of Everything Eatable

til:

ik

a for 25c $1.25 per dozen

WHITE

....

You

Go-Ca- rt

(lie

Use-A- ll

Year Around

Floyd's Princess
affords this use

.

With Curtains attached and
detached
'.
:

In price

$9;00andup
J. C. Johnsen & Son
Exclusive Local Agents

3L

THE

.;v

i

PEOPLE'S ANNUAL HOLIDAY

New Mexico State Fair Albuquerque Oct.

9-1-

1911.

4,

CURTISS AVIATION MEET
'

Won't the Wife
Be Pleased

$1000.

1"

"Sanitary Bread"
"It's baked in a Sanitary

'

,

1

in,-

"Bull" Ourham Stake for 2:13 Pacers'

to be raced "Bull ' Durham Day, Friday Oct. 13. This stake
was given by the Blackwell Durham Tobacco Co.
Exciting Horse Races

Fun by the Ton
aiure Upon Feature
Instructive Departments
,r
Special rates on all railroads.
John B. McManus,
Isaac; Barth, Pres.
Secy-Mng- r.

.

Ranvs For SeJe
350 Head of Rambouillet and Delaine Merino Rams
i

Rye, Cream

Fresh Every Day
at

repute will thrill the crowds for
12 and 13.

,three days, Oct. 11,

Base Ball Every Day
if you bring home a loaf

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry

FIRST SIZE HYACINTH BULBS
,

Get a
Can

QJenrj H. Curtiss, Director

White, Whole Wheat

.

The Graaf

:

"Birdmen'' of international

,

Oven in a Sanitary Way

FREE STONE PEACHES
CLINGSTONE PEACHES
CONCORD GRAPES
TOKAY GRAPES
MISSION GRAPES
GREEN TOMATOES
RIPE TOMATOES
or Vegetables of any kind go to
,

&

Clothes

.

Se&l Shipt

and all kinds of Grain, Hay
and Alfalfa at

Vegas

'

Marx Good

Mll-no-

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier.

Us

Hart Schaffner

districts- - Each district was apportioned its quota, of delegates accord-

ENDORSE

'Delegation to the republican state
convention from the new Fourth Judi
cial district the state of New Mex
which will Include San Miguel,
ico,
.
dram
Old
of
Try
Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Served from bar- Mora and Guadalupe counties will
vote unanimously for Secundlno Ro
rels on the bar.
mero for nomination for governor.
The Gaylor Kletfer company's car, The deelgatlons of the district are al
Alberta, attached 'to Santa Fe train so unanimously pledged to support
No. 10, returned to Chicago yesterday Captain D. J. Leahy and Charles W
G. Ward for Judge and district attor
afternoon.
ney, respectively.
The district conventions for the
The Ladles league will give a tea
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at choice of district court officers and
the home of Mrs. Norman Skinner, members of the state senate and
house of representatives will be held
920 Eighth street
in Las Vegas during the republican
The brick work on the addition to state convention.
For governor Mr. Romero is strong
St Anthony's sanitarium was completed Saturday and the carpenters ly supported throughout the entire
are busy now putting on the roof of northern part of the state. He also
has many supporters In the southern
the structure.
counties. The candidacy of the San
The Valmora Industrial Sanatorium Miguel county sheriff and republican
offers for sale or trade an extra fine leader Is growing larger in propor
Jersey bull, four years old. Ad tions with each county convention and
dress the superintendent, Watrous, it Is conceded that his supporters will
N. M.
number a large percentage
of the
delegates upon the floor of the state
Yesterday afternoon and evening convention. He is the most logical
the Greater Las Vegas band held candidate for the governor's chair and
special practice in preparation for It is confidently predicted that to
the republican convention at which him the nomination will be given.
The Guadalupe county convention
it will be called into service to add
pleasure to the celebrations and cere- which was held Saturday, pledged its
entire support to Mr. Romero and to
monies of the gathering.
Messrs. D. J. Leahy and Charles W.
G. Ward.
The following delegates
Last night in Santa Fe private car were chosen: George Sena, E. U
No. 1 which was attached to train Arm! jo, Fide Nieto, Camilo Sanchez,
No. 2, Secretary of the Interior Wal- Oresceneiano Gallegos, Pedro Rometer L. Fisher, in company with Ford ro, Fidel Gallegos, Salome Martinez,
Harvey of the Harvey system, and Jose Martinez, E. S. Grubb, E. H.
W. S. Klnnear of the Kansas City ter- Salazar.
One who hears Bishop Quayle's lec
At the Mora county convention Mr.
minals Railway company
passed
ture
gets a glimpse of the noted batthrough Las Vegaas on his way to Romero was endorsed for governor tlefield of
Waterloo, and smells the
D.
Messrs.
and
Na
J.
and
Char'es
the third annual meeting of the
Leahy
and
dank
dirty sewers of Paris, and
of W. G. Ward were pledged support for
tional Conservation
congress
bears
the
clanking of the chains ot
which Mr. Fisher was at one time judge and district attorney, respecthe
prisoners upon their way to the
president Mr. Fisher is returning tively. Judge Clarence J. Roberts and
i
galleys.
to Washington after aa extended tour Judge John R. McFie were endorsed
on
west
of the
which he had been for justices of the supreme court
Not only the humor and the pathos
getting an insight Into the work of The following delegates were selectof
the great life of "Jean Valjean",
r
his department in the western half ed: Bias Sanchez, C. U. Strong,
but that of all life will be pictured
of the United States.
Damoclo
P.
J.
Aragon,
Rudulph,
even'
Tafoya,' Tito Melendez, John Gandert, by Bishop Quayle, Wednesday
Then
hear
Can
you
laugh?
ing.
Joe Valdez, Senoblo Salazar, Lucas
Can you cry? Then
Quayle.
Bishop
'A.
S.
Frank
Bushkevltz,
Fifty boj Friday night enjoyed Maestas,
come to have your heart touched by
the hospitality of Secretary . and Walkovick, J. F. Curns, J. V. Medina,
the tender pathos or a reformed crimA.
F.
Gonzales.
Mrs. George Fitzsimmons
at their
inal's life, ap depicted by Bishop
farewell entertainment for the Boys
'
Quayle.
COMMISSION
NO
CHANGED
department of, the Y. M. C. A. The
us
furnished
for
was
By
your
of
.the
listing
spent
evening
early part
In the gymnasium in all sorts of rooms during state convention:.
Bishop William A. Quayle, whose
SUTLER
BROTHERS
a
wonderful
took
lectures, delivered in Las
which
the
after
boys
games
Inshurance, Rentals.
swim in the pool. The evening was
Vegas a year ago, are still remeirfber- 614 Lincoln Ave., Tel. Main 124.
served
ed, will delight, his friends by lecturconcluded by refreshments
in the parlors. Just before the boys
ing Wednesday evening, September
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged 27th at Duncan's opera house. The
arose from the little lunch, Harold
entire proceeds will be devoted to the
S.towell, with a short speech, pre in the wood. Direct from distillery
'
Las Vegas hospital. Bishop Quayle
sented Mr. Fitzsimmons with a hand- to you. At the Lobby, of course.
makes no charges for his services
some garnet stick pin, as a mark of
as a lecturer.
appreciation and sincere regard on
the part of the boys for the bis
hearted secretary.
. CALL FOR PRIMARY.
A meeting of the democrats, of
Precinct No. 29 is aereby called to
meet at the city hall on Monday
night, September 25, 1911, at 8
r
o'clock, for the purpose of selecting
29 delegates to represent said Precinct at the democratic county convention to be held at the county
Can be made easy
court house on September 30, 1911.
by sending1 us your
PATRICKj JM'ELROY.j
W. J. LTJCAS.
Wool Blankets, Lace
'
D. W. CONDON.
.
Curtains," Rugs, etc. ;
Precinct Committee.
It will save you a lot Hot lunch every morning
at the Opera Bar. '

The Home of
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o'clock
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J911.
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FOgpilO
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HIM

25,

SPLENDID DELEGATION WILL
REPRESENT SAN MIGUEL

IS

LOCAL NEWS

T

Michigan Concords

Phone MeJn"l93 or MaJn 194

SEPTEMBER

NDAY,

DISTUf

Always get the best at Nolette's
barber shop.
SAN MIGUEL,

EXTRA FANCY

y

FOURTH

i.

CP

STRONG

..

Hea-v-

C1LY

--

1

BOUCHER'S

These rams are specially bred for range purposes and by one
of the best breeders in the United States. We have had them at
our ranch since the 1st of July. They are in fine shape for service
this fall. . Would be pleased to meet parties at any of the trains
stopping at our station, Shoemaker, and show them the rams.
For further particulars address,

J. P, Van Houten

Co.

Shoemoikor, N. M.

(The Coffee Man.)

CLASSIFIED ADS HIT THE BULLSEYE.

i

)

